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Abstract
The neoclassical economic view of the firm – upon which most of the empirical financial accounting research is based – assumes that managers are rational
wealth optimizers. Therefore, managers are considered homogeneous and selfless inputs into the production process, and this implies that different managers
are perfect substitutes for one another. Although managers might have differences regarding their preferences, risk profiles, and skills, neoclassical economic
theory assumes that none of these individual characteristics reflects upon actual
corporate policies; the implication here is that individual managers are not able
to influence corporate decisions through managerial discretion. On the other
hand, upper echelons theory suggests that individual managers do matter when
it comes to corporate decisions and outputs, and that top executives’ experiences, values, and personality influence their subjective interpretations of the
situations they face, and thus affect their decisions.
Based on the assumptions inherent in upper echelons theory, this Ph.D. dissertation investigates the potential effect of top executives’ personal characteristics
on financial reporting decision-making; in particular, it focuses on those of chief
executive officers (CEOs) and chief financial officers (CFOs). The underlying
objective of the dissertation is to determine whether the individual-level characteristics of CEOs and CFOs explain earnings quality in firms. Additionally,
this dissertation also considers the economic characteristics of users of financial
information as determinants of earnings quality.
The empirical findings of the studies carried out within the scope of this dissertation show that managerial characteristics indeed explain earnings quality.
Specifically, CEO marital status and the gender of a CEO’s first-born child are
found to significantly determine accruals quality – and by implication, earnings
quality – among firms. Likewise, CEO personality traits such as hubris are also
significant determinants of accruals (i.e., loan loss provisions) quality in banks.
Meanwhile, CFO gender has been found to influence earnings quality in terms
of the usefulness to investors of earnings information. Finally, the results indicate that the economic characteristics of users of financial information also
determine the usefulness of earnings.
Keywords: Managerial characteristics, CEOs, CFOs, earnings quality, accruals quality, loan loss provisions, bond markets, equity markets, earnings announcement, risk
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Introduction

Chapter 1
Overview
1.1

General overview

Going back to 2010 when I completed my bachelor-level studies in accounting, I
was feeling ready and confident to enter the accounting profession. I was about
to start my career as an accountant; my plans changed, however, I moved to
Gothenburg and in 2011 I started a master’s degree in accounting. I remember
my surprise when I realized that financial accounting is not just about bookkeeping (i.e., mere debits and credits), and that there is a considerable volume
of academic research related to financial accounting. After all, this is what I
was taught in my undergraduate studies: the scope of financial accounting is
restricted to bookkeeping. My first reaction was to ask myself, “Why do people undertake research in financial accounting?” and ultimately, “What is the
purpose of doing research in financial accounting?”
To answer such questions, one must approach financial accounting research from
a broader perspective. As a discipline within the spectrum of social sciences
(Ahmed, 1996; Beattie, 2005; Ryan, Scapens, and Theobald, 2002), financial
accounting research should have some practical application (Harvey and Keer,
1978), and ultimately (at least in theory) help people improve their lives. However, what is (or should be) the definition of “improve,” in the context of financial accounting? Arguably, some of the major goals of research in business and
economics (and by implication, within financial accounting) involve economic
growth, equality in the distribution of income, and ways of dealing with sustainability issues, such as environmentally friendly and society-focused growth
(Runesson, 2015).
In modern market-based economies, the efficient allocation of income through
capital markets (both equity and debt markets) is an issue of major importance.
At any point in time, those actors involved in capital markets (e.g., investors,
3
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creditors, analysts, regulators, supervisory authorities, and the like) need information to evaluate the effects that various investment decisions will have on
their wealth (Watts and Zimmerman, 1986). It is here that financial accounting
fits into the “picture,” as it is the branch of the accounting discipline responsible for preparing financial information for stakeholders outside an entity, and
for communicating it to them (Alexander and Nobes, 2010).1 The fundamental role of financial accounting in the efficient function of capital markets has
long been acknowledged by accounting researchers (Bhattacharya, Desai, and
Venkataraman, 2013; Watts and Zimmerman, 1986).2
A question naturally follows: “What role does financial accounting research
play (or should it play) in modern economies?” One way financial accounting research can contribute is by explaining why, and predicting how, individuals (e.g.,
managers, investors, regulators, etc.) should behave, given certain objectives
(Watts and Zimmerman, 1986). Following this premise, accounting researchers
have focused – among other things – on the characteristics and behavior of preparers (e.g., firms, managers, etc.) and users (e.g., investors, creditors, analysts,
regulators, supervisory authorities, etc.) of financial information. The ultimate
objective of this literature stream is to identify the factors that determine the
quantity and quality of accounting information provided by preparers, and to
evaluate the usefulness of this information from the perspectives of various users
(Runesson, 2015).3
1 Over time, accounting has moved far from its traditional “procedural base” character of
bookkeeping, budgeting, and account preparation, to become a more social-oriented discipline. As a consequence, the definition of “financial accounting” has evolved to become very
broad, and to include not only information that is financial in nature, but also other nonfinancial information, such as corporate social responsibility (CSR) reporting (Glautier and
Underdown, 1994). In my research, however, I will focus exclusively on the financial aspects
of the information identified, measured, recorded, and communicated by financial accounting
practitioners.
2 Arguably, the aforementioned objective of financial accounting (i.e., to facilitate the efficient function of capital markets) labels those involved in capital markets as the main users of
financial information. Apparently, there are other stakeholders who also make use of financial
reporting, such as tax authorities, employees, and suppliers. Yet, capital market actors (e.g.,
investors, creditors, analysts, regulators, supervisory authorities, and the like) have received
most of the attention of financial accounting researchers (Runesson, 2015).
3 According to the International Accounting Standards Board’s (IASB’s) conceptual framework, the accounting information must incorporate four principal qualitative characteristics:
understandability, relevance, reliability, and comparability. These four qualitative features
make accounting information useful in terms of the decision-making needs of financial information users (e.g., investors). Among these four qualitative characteristics, relevance and
reliability as determinants of the usefulness of accounting information have drawn the most research attention (Barth, Beaver, and Landsman, 2001; Dechow and Skinner, 2000; Holthausen
and Watts, 2001). Concerning relevance, accounting information is perceived as relevant when
it serves the decision-making needs of users. In this respect, accounting information integrates the qualitative feature of relevance when it influences the economic decisions of users,
by supporting them in assessing past, present, and future events as well as confirming and/or
correcting past assessments. Meanwhile, accounting information incorporates the qualitative
characteristic of reliability when it is free from bias and material error, and is perceived by
investors as a faithful representation of that which it either purports to represent or could
reasonably be expected to represent (i.e., the economic performance/condition of a firm)
(Alexander, Britton, and Jorissen, 2011). Addressing the relevance and reliability of earnings
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In the relevant literature, it appears that accounting scholars are particularly
interested in the quality of financial information (e.g., Ecker, Francis, Kim, Olsson, and Schipper, 2006; Francis, LaFond, Olsson, and Schipper, 2005; Lambert,
Leuz, and Verrecchia, 2007; Lang and Lundholm, 1996; Yee, 2006) and in the
usefulness of financial information to equity investors.4 High-quality financial
information enables capital providers to better evaluate firms and, by implication, to optimize their decision-making processes. In the course of assessing
firm value and performance, investors place special emphasis on earnings quality
(Gaio and Raposo, 2011), not least due to the fact that the “concept of earnings
quality is fundamental in accounting and financial economics” (Dechow et al.,
2010, p. 2). Reported earnings, along with their various attributes, are taken
into thorough consideration whenever contracting and investment decisions are
made (Beaver, 1998; Schipper and Vincent, 2003). Concerning the former, lowquality earnings might result in the unintentional transfer of wealth. With regard to the latter, poor earnings quality can prompt an inefficient distribution
of capital, which can in turn substantially affect economic growth (Schipper and
Vincent, 2003).5 In this respect, there is evidence in the literature that earnings quality strongly correlates with the cost of capital (Leuz and Verrecchia,
2000), the efficient allocation of capital (Bushman, Piotroski, and Smith, 2011),
and the mobility of capital across national borders (Young and Guenther, 2003).
Given the significant economic consequences of the quality of reported earnings,
both the academic community and policymakers have dedicated considerable effort to investigating the determinants and the consequences of earnings quality
(Dechow et al., 2010; Soderstrom and Sun, 2007).
When examining the characteristics (and behavior) of the preparers of financial
information, accounting researchers have traditionally focused on country-level
factors (e.g., the legal system within a country, the level of enforcement and
of investor protection within that country, accounting standards, etc.) and
firm-level factors (e.g., firm size, profitability, leverage, etc.) that determine the
quality of the disclosed financial information, in general, and earnings quality, in
particular (Ge, Matsumoto, and Zhang, 2011). Research within this literature
hinges upon the assumptions of neoclassical economic and agency theories, and
is far beyond the scope of this dissertation; however, as the two major accounting standard
principles under which all financial statements should be prepared, reliability and relevance
of financial information, in general, and earnings, in particular, remain on the sidelines of the
four essays comprising my dissertation.
4 This focus in the literature is not surprising, given the implied emphasis in the conceptual
frameworks of both the IASB and the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) that
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and the US generally accepted accounting
principles (US GAAP) are primarily meant to fulfill the decision-making needs of equity
investors (Beatty and Liao, 2014; Dechow, Ge, and Schrand, 2010).
5 As Schipper and Vincent (2003) further claim, in addition to the use of earnings quality as
a financial reporting quality proxy for contracting and investment decision-making purposes,
regulators also consider earnings quality an indirect indicator of the quality of accounting
standards. High-quality earnings imply a more faithful representation of the underlying firm
– and, in turn, accounting standards of better quality.
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implies that under the same economic conditions, different managers will make
the same rational choices. Indeed, in this “neoclassical view of the firm [...]
top managers are homogeneous and selfless inputs into the production process
[...] and different managers are regarded as perfect substitutes for one another”
(Bertrand and Schoar, 2003, p. 1173). Following this premise, research has most
commonly focused on “representative” agents, because individual managers are
expected to make similar accounting decisions under appropriate monitoring
and contractual schemes. In this respect, both neoclassical economic and agency
theories disregard the potential effects of managers’ idiosyncratic characteristics
on financial reporting outputs (Bamber, Jiang, and Wang, 2010).
In contrast to this neoclassical view of managers (and firms), research in judgment and decision-making that follows the premises of bounded rationality has
acknowledged the fact that, to a certain extent, managers’ individual characteristics do influence decision outputs (Bonner, 2008). Yet, only after the
development of upper echelons theory (Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick and Mason,
1984) was the likelihood of these personal characteristics impinging upon firmlevel decision outputs widely recognized. Influenced by theorists of the Carnegie
School – who argue that complex decisions are to a great extent the outcome of
behavioral factors and not a mechanical quest for economic optimization (see,
Cyert and March, 1963) – upper echelons theory claims that the more complex
an organizational task is, the more the output will be influenced by managers’
personal experiences and values. That is, managers’ individual characteristics
(i.e., experiences, values, and personality) significantly affect how they interpret
their situations, and therefore influence their decision-making.
The essays that comprise this Ph.D. dissertation are based on the aforementioned premises. They belong to a research stream where questions of interest
exclusively concern the concept of earnings quality – that is, what characterizes earnings quality, and what are its determinants and consequences? Many
aspects of the different factors that determine earnings quality and its consequences have been studied in the literature (e.g., micro- and macroeconomic
determinants of earnings quality, and the consequences (i.e., usefulness) of earnings quality to equity investors). I home in on the earnings quality literature
by identifying managerial characteristics that affect managers’ propensity to
report higher/lower quality earnings; by investigating whether managers’ individual characteristics influence the usefulness of earnings to investors; and also
by examining whether the usefulness of earnings is determined by the distinct
characteristics that different users of financial information have. All constitute,
to a greater or lesser extent, relatively unexplored areas within the financial
accounting literature. In examining whether and how managers’ individual
characteristics affect the quality and usefulness of reported earnings, factors
pertaining to the family environment of a chief executive officer (CEO) (i.e.,
CEO marital status, and CEO children gender and age), as well as the innate
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characteristics of CEOs and chief financial officers (CFOs) (i.e., CEO personality traits and CFO gender) are taken into consideration. Regarding whether or
not the usefulness of earnings is affected by the characteristics of the users of
financial information, emphasis is specifically placed on the distinct information
needs of debt investors, relative to those of equity investors.6

1.2

The essays

To benefit from the four essays that constitute the bulk of this dissertation, the
reader will find value in reviewing the main issues discussed and studied herein.
Therefore, a short summary of each of these essays is provided below.
Essay 1: The relative importance of conditional conservatism for
bond and equity investors.
In this essay, we study the various components of banks’ income statements and
ascertain their relative effects on bond and equity markets. More specifically,
we divide the operating part of the income statement into loan loss provisions
(LLP) and all other operating income. Our hypothesis is that LLP – which
relates to default probability in banks – has a stronger effect on bond markets.
Meanwhile, the other parts of operating income – which provide a general measure of performance – have a stronger effect on equity markets. Although many
studies have examined the relevance of bank income statements, the majority
of them focus on the relevance for equity investors, and ignore to a certain extent the information needs of other users (e.g., debt investors). In any case,
the focus on equity markets is not surprising: it likely reflects the FASB’s and
IASB’s implied focus on providing financial information that is decision-useful
to (equity) investors, rather than to creditors. At the same time, however, most
bank financing comes from debt, which makes creditors a very important stakeholder group for banks. Given the significant growth of debt markets over the
last decade, this study is timely, in the sense that it emphasizes the information
needs of debt investors and thus suggests a rebalancing of the users on which
research focuses.
Essay 2: What determines bank loan loss provisions quality? A study
of CEO hubris.
This essay investigates, within the context of banking, whether top executives’
personality traits – in particular, CEO hubris – affect their propensity to report
more or less reliable earnings. This is achieved by examining the relative effect
of CEO hubris on the quality of bank LLP (i.e., credit losses). Although a
6 While I acknowledge the fact that factors such as corporate governance and other internal
control mechanisms are also significant determinants of earnings quality, in the essays that
comprise this dissertation, these factors remain in the periphery.
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substantial body of literature on bank LLP quality exists, it rather tends to focus
on microeconomic (e.g., bank size, performance, etc.) and macroeconomic (e.g.,
enforcement of accounting standards, legal system, etc.) factors that determine
credit loss quality (and by implication, earnings quality) among banks. This
research stream, which originates in neoclassical economic and agency theories,
assumes that all managers are homogeneous, and ignores the potential effect
of executives’ personal attributes on accounting reporting choices. Building
upon the assumptions inherent in upper echelons theory, however, research in
management and organization (and, more recently, in accounting) acknowledges
that choices that are complex and/or of major significance to the firm are heavily
influenced by behavioral factors (i.e., top executives’ biases and dispositions).
By examining the relative effect of CEO hubris on LLP quality in banks, this
study broadens the spectrum of factors that determine banks’ earnings quality
(and, in a broader sense, bank accounting quality) to include top executives’
personality characteristics.
Essay 3: Accruals quality: Does CEO marital status really matter?
In this essay, I examine whether factors comprising the broader family environment of married CEOs – namely, CEO children’s gender and age – explain a
CEO’s tendency to undertake or avoid risky financial reporting actions. Recent
evidence within the literature shows that married CEOs are less likely to engage
in risky financial reporting practices. In particular, married CEOs have been
found to manage earnings through discretionary accruals significantly less than
nonmarried CEOs. An assumption underlying this literature is that married
CEOs are more risk-averse, mainly because they have relatively more responsibilities associated with having children. The implication here is that, to a
certain extent, CEO personality – and by implication, their risk profiles – are
influenced by their children. In this respect, previous research shows that the
CEO children’s gender significantly affects CEO accounting reporting behavior,
especially with respect to nonregulated accounting reporting. However, whether
factors associated with CEO children – like CEO children’s gender or age – have
any effect on CEO behavior with respect to regulated financial reporting has not
been explicitly studied to date. Using a unique dataset containing detailed information with respect to CEO marital status and CEO children’s gender and age,
I examine the potential effects of the gender and age of married CEOs’ children,
including those on the CEO tendency to report higher/lower quality accruals
(i.e., more/less reliable earnings). This study contributes to an emerging and
rapidly expanding body of literature that is interested in determining how a
manager’s family environment affects his or her financial reporting preferences.
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Essay 4: Trust beyond numbers: CFO gender as a moderator of investors’ information risk.
In Essay 4, I study the effect of CFO gender on the relevance (i.e., usefulness)
of earnings to investors. Given that the number of female executives belonging
to top-management teams has significantly increased over the last decade, researchers have started to investigate the effect of female executives on corporate
accounting decision-making. The findings in this research stream converge, in
that they assert that the accounting decisions made by female executives significantly differ from those made by male executives. For instance, female CFOs
have been found to manipulate earnings less and be more conservative – that
is, female CFOs report higher-quality earnings relative to male CFOs, thus implying a significant reduction in investors’ information risk. However, the level
of investors’ information risk is determined not only by the quality of the disclosed financial information per se, but also by investors’ perceptions concerning
the underlying credibility of the information. As a reflection of the probability
individuals assign to the likelihood of being cheated, trust can potentially influence investors’ perceptions regarding the credibility of the disclosed financial
information, and thus influence the ways in which investors will interpret and
react to that information. In this study, I use CFO gender as a proxy for trust,
and I examine whether the usefulness (and, by implication, the information
risk) of earnings to investors can be determined by the gender of CFOs. This
study builds upon and extends the literature on the relevance of earnings by
considering top executive gender – in particular, CFO gender – as a potential
determinant of earnings usefulness to investors’ decision-making needs.
What these essays have in common is that they address issues that relate to
whether and how earnings quality – in particular, accruals quality – is determined by the characteristics of those who prepare (i.e., top executives) and use
(i.e., investors) financial information.7 In essence, earnings quality constitutes
a very broad concept comprising several attributes, each of which captures a
different aspect of earnings quality. Dechow et al. (2010) classify these different
attributes into three major categories: 1) properties of earnings, 2) investor responsiveness to earnings, and 3) external indicators of earnings misstatements.
The studies in this dissertation capture aspects of earnings quality that fall
within the first two of these categories.
In decomposing the properties of earnings further, one can see that it consists
of five distinct earnings attributes – namely, earnings persistence, (abnormal)
accruals, earnings smoothing, target beating, and timely loss recognition; each
captures earnings reliability from a different perspective. Among these, (ab7 Preparers and users of financial information determine accruals and earnings quality from
different perspectives. Specifically, preparers of financial statements determine the reliability
of accruals and earnings as a qualitative characteristic; meanwhile, users of financial statements determine the relevance (i.e., usefulness) of accruals and earnings as a qualitative
characteristic.
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normal) accruals, the most commonly used proxy for accruals quality in the
literature, is a core earnings quality attribute in this dissertation. Either directly or indirectly, the four essays in this dissertation examine whether and
how the characteristics of financial information preparers (i.e., managers) and
users (i.e., investors) determine the quality of accruals and, by implication, of
earnings. Specifically, Essays 2 and 3 examine whether CEOs’ personal characteristics determine the quality of accruals and thus of earnings. Meanwhile,
Essay 1 examines whether the usefulness of earnings (accruals) is determined by
the characteristics of the users of financial information (in this particular case,
the decision-making characteristics of bond and equity investors), while Essay 4
investigates whether the usefulness of earnings to investors is influenced by CFO
gender. Overall, the characteristics of both preparers and users are posited as
major determinants of earnings quality in the essays that comprise the present
dissertation. Table 1 summarizes the research questions and earnings quality
issues addressed in each study.
Table 1: Summary of essays, research questions, and earnings quality issues
Essay

Research question

Earnings quality issue

1

Is there any difference in the relevance
of different bank earnings components to
different investor groups?

Are bank LLP more relevant to bond investors than to equity investors? Is bank
operating income adjusted for LLP more
relevant to equity investors than to bond
investors?

2

What factors determine LLP quality in
banks?

To what extent is the quality of LLP
in banks determined by CEO personality
characteristics?

3

What factors determine accruals quality?

Does a married CEO’s family environment affect his or her behavior towards
reporting higher/lower quality accruals?
Which particular factors of the married CEO’s family environment have the
most influence on CEO choice to report
higher/lower quality accruals?

4

Is investors’ information risk affected by
CFO gender?

Do earnings announcements made by female CFOs convey more reliable information to equity investors? Do investors perceive earnings information provided by female CFOs as being more relevant?

Essays 2 and 3 examine whether CEO characteristics can explain accruals and
earnings quality. In particular, Essay 2 assumes that earnings quality in banks
is determined by CEOs’ innate characteristics, while in Essay 3 the underlying assumption is that the broader family CEO environment influences married
CEO propensity to report higher/lower quality earnings. Essays 1 and 4 investigate the usefulness of earnings to investors, albeit from different perspectives.
Specifically, Essay 1 assumes that the usefulness of earnings is determined by the
distinct decision-making characteristics of users of financial information, while
Essay 4 assumes that, to a certain extent, it is determined by the characteristics
of the preparers of financial information.
10
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In conclusion, it is within the earnings quality context that I hope to contribute
to the literature, via the four essays in this dissertation. In doing so, I place
substantial emphasis on factors related to preparers’ and users’ distinct characteristics, and whether and how these characteristics affect the quality of accruals
– and, ultimately, the quality of reported earnings. What I do in the chapters
leading up to the four essays is introduce the relevant literature, in an effort
to exposit the theoretical framework on which these essays are based. I start
the literature review by presenting the theoretical framework on which my dissertation is grounded (Chapter 2). Subsequently, I introduce the reader to the
earnings quality concept and the principles of accrual accounting under which
the earnings numbers are produced (Chapter 3). I then present the effect of
managerial characteristics on accounting choice, and ultimately on accruals and
earnings quality (Chapter 4), followed by a discussion of whether and how managerial characteristics shape the usefulness of earnings to the users of financial
information (Chapter 5). This literature review is followed by an overview of
the four essays, where I discuss the work in and findings of each essay, as well as
their contributions; thereafter, I offer suggestions for future research (Chapter
6).
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Theoretical framework
The most commonly applied theories in empirical financial accounting research
– namely, agency and positive accounting theories – are heavily influenced by
the assumptions of neoclassical economic theory (Jensen and Meckling, 1976;
Watts and Zimmerman, 1986). In the neoclassical economic view of the firm, individuals (i.e., managers) are assumed to be rational wealth optimizers; as such,
managers are considered homogeneous and selfless inputs into the production
process, and the implication is that different managers are perfect substitutes
for one another. At its extreme, neoclassical economic theory assumes that,
with respect to what is happening in a firm, the top executive does not matter. Although top managers might demonstrate differences with respect to their
preferences, risk profiles, or skills, none of these attributes reflects on actual firm
policies if a manager cannot affect these policies (Bertrand and Schoar, 2003).
In this respect, there is no “room” for individual managers to influence corporate decisions through managerial discretion (Bamber et al., 2010; Bertrand
and Schoar, 2003; Weintraub, 2002). Meanwhile, standard models that derive
from agency theory acknowledge that individual executives may exert discretion
within their firm, and that they can use this discretion to influence corporate
decisions and advance their personal objectives. Nonetheless, these models do
not assume that corporate outputs will be affected by individual managers, since
they typically overlook the cross-sectional variation across managers that comes
from idiosyncratic managerial differences. Rather, under these agency models,
differences in corporate outputs are attributed to variation in corporate governance mechanisms (e.g., monitoring and contracting mechanisms), rather than
to idiosyncratic differences across managers (Bamber et al., 2010; Bertrand and
Schoar, 2003).8
8 The underlying assumption in these studies is that under appropriate monitoring and contractual mechanisms, individual managers can be induced to make identical choices (Bamber
et al., 2010).
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In contrast, upper echelons theory (Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick and Mason,
1984) acknowledges that individual managers do matter when it comes to corporate decisions and outputs. The core assumption inherent in upper echelons
theory is that top executives’ experiences, values, and personality influence
their subjective interpretations of the situations they face and, in turn, help
determine their decisions. Built upon the premises of behavioral theory of the
firm (Cyert and March, 1963), upper echelons theory postulates that strategic
choices made by managers – which in turn affect firm performance and outputs
– are influenced by behavioral factors such as bounded rationality, multiple and
conflicting goals, and various aspiration levels (Nielsen, 2010). In this view
of the firm, “informationally complex, uncertain situations are not objectively
‘knowable’ but, rather, are merely interpretable” (Hambrick, 2007, p. 334).
That is, the more complex an organizational task is, the more likely the output is influenced by a manager’s personal experiences, values, and personality.
Thus, in an attempt to understand why and predict how firms make strategic
choices, one must take into consideration the idiosyncratic characteristics of top
executives (Plöckinger, Aschauer, Hiebl, and Rohatschek, 2016).
In a refinement of the original Hambrick and Mason (1984) theory paper, Hambrick (2007) suggests two major moderators of the relationship between managerial characteristics and corporate decisions and outputs: 1) managerial discretion and 2) executive job demands. “Managerial discretion” refers to the extent
to which managers can influence decisions and outputs within their respective
organizations. The implications of managerial discretion for upper echelons theory are straightforward: the more discretion a manager can exert over corporate
decisions and outputs, the more his or her personal characteristics will reflect
on these decisions and outputs. Concerning executive job demands, Hambrick
(2007) claims that the greater a manager’s job demands are, the more likely his
or her corporate choices and outputs will be influenced by his or her experiences,
values, and personality.
According to Hambrick and Mason (1984), research grounded in the premises
of upper echelons theory offers three major benefits. First, academics benefit
from the fact that upper echelons theory offers substantially greater power to
predict corporate decisions and outputs, relative to other theories that ignore
the potential effect of top executives’ personal characteristics on them. Second,
those individuals responsible for selecting and developing managers – such as
boards of directors – may also benefit. For instance, by being made aware
of the implications that managerial characteristics have on corporate decisions
and outputs, a board of directors can better choose those managers who “fit”
well with their organization’s operations and objectives. Finally, benefits may
accrue to top executives who try to predict how a competing corporation will
act. For example, when a firm recruits a new CEO from another industry, it
is likely that the new CEO will “steer” the firm into new business, causing the
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core business of the firm to be “vulnerable” in the short term.
Departing from the premises of upper echelons theory, numerous studies examine the potential effects of top executives’ individual characteristics on corporatelevel decisions and outputs (Ge et al., 2011). For instance, research provides evidence of a relationship between firm performance and CEO house size (Liu and
Yermack, 2012), firm performance and “superstar” CEO status (Malmendier
and Tate, 2009), as well as CEO overconfidence and corporate investment (Malmendier and Tate, 2005). In the particular context of financial accounting
research, the empirical findings show an association between top executives’
characteristics and their financial reporting choices. In particular, CEOs’ and
CFOs’ unobservable characteristics (e.g., ability, cognitive bias, etc.) have been
found to affect the propensity of firms to manipulate earnings (e.g., Dejong and
Ling, 2013; Ge et al., 2011), as well as the quality of disclosures (e.g., Bamber et al., 2010). In addition to unobservable managerial characteristics, the
literature has also examined the effect of CEOs’ and CFOs’ observable characteristics on financial reporting choices. For instance, earnings management
in firms has been found to be associated with top executives’ tenure (e.g., Ali
and Zhang, 2015; Hazarika, Karpoff, and Nahata, 2012), age (e.g., Davidson III,
Xie, Xu, and Ning, 2007), and gender (e.g., Barua, Davidson, Rama, and Thiruvadi, 2010; Srinidhi, Gul, and Tsui, 2011). The gender of top executives has
also been found to determine the level of accounting conservatism (e.g., Francis, Hasan, Park, and Wu, 2015; Ho, Li, Tam, and Zhang, 2015). Besides top
executives’ observable and unobservable characteristics, previous studies provide evidence of a relationship between earnings management and accounting
conservatism, and CEO and CFO personality traits (e.g., narcissism and overconfidence) (e.g., Ham, Lang, Seybert, and Wang, 2017; Hsieh, Bedard, and
Johnstone, 2014; Olsen, Dworkis, and Young, 2014).
Nonetheless, upper echelons theory does have its caveats, especially when it
comes to its practical application. Clearly, one major problem relates to measuring top executives’ unobservable psychological constructs, such as experiences, values, and personality (Hiebl, 2014; Nielsen, 2010). Hambrick and
Mason (1984) acknowledge this problem and propose the use of executives’
observable demographic characteristics (e.g., age, tenure, education, etc.) as
proxies for managers’ more complex psychological dimensions of their personality – dimensions that shape managers’ interpretations of the situations they
face, and which thus influence their decision-making (Carpenter, Geletkanycz,
and Sanders, 2004; Nielsen, 2010). Demographic characteristics, however, can
be more “noisy” relative to purer psychological constructs. For instance, one
might argue that individual-level educational background is an opaque proxy
for certain of top executives’ underlying characteristics (e.g., motivation, cognitive style, risk tolerance, etc.). In spite of this given limitation, however, if
managers’ demographic characteristics yield significant results, “then the upper
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echelons theory will have been put to a relatively stringent test” (Hambrick and
Mason, 1984, p. 196).
Three of the essays in this dissertation are based on the aforementioned premises
of upper echelons theory. Financial reporting choices constitute fundamental
corporate outputs, especially in relation to corporate assessments by investors
and other stakeholder groups. This claim is supported by the numerous studies
that empirically show that accounting numbers convey relevant information to a
wide range of users. Therefore, one can assume that there is substantial interest
in financial reporting decisions made by top executives. In this respect, upper
echelons theory constitutes a suitable framework by which to examine whether
and how managers and managerial characteristics influence financial reporting decisions and outputs (Plöckinger et al., 2016). Following this reasoning, in
investigating which factors affect the quality of reported earnings, I place particular emphasis on top executives’ personal characteristics. Specifically, in Essay
2, I examine whether accruals quality (i.e., LLP quality) – and, by implication,
earnings quality – in banks is determined by CEO hubris (i.e., a personality
trait similar to narcissism and overconfidence). What I generally investigate in
Essay 3 is whether factors related to the broader CEO family environment –
including CEO marital status, and CEO children age and gender – can predict
CEOs’ tendency to report higher/lower quality earnings. Meanwhile, in Essay
4, I examine whether managerial characteristics – in this particular case, the
gender of firm CFOs – influence the value relevance (i.e., quality) of earnings to
equity investors. Finally, Essay 1 investigates whether bank accruals (i.e., LLP)
have different value relevance for bond and equity investors. This study differs
from the other three, in two ways. First, it considers the characteristics of the
users (i.e., bond and equity investors) of financial information, rather than those
of the preparers (i.e., managers). Second, and most importantly, it focuses on
the economic characteristics of bond and equity investors, especially in relation
to their distinct decision-making needs, rather than behavior (as Essays 2, 3
and 4 do).
Arguably, upper echelons theory can be a very suitable theoretical framework
for examining whether and how top executives’ characteristics relate to financial
reporting outputs. This argument is further justified by the increasing volume
of empirical studies that scrutinize the association between managers’ idiosyncratic characteristics and financial accounting outputs (Plöckinger et al., 2016).
What makes upper echelons theory a very relevant and suitable framework for
conducting research within the financial reporting context lies in the fact that
financial reporting requires high levels of managerial discretion. As Hambrick
(2007) argues, managerial discretion is a major moderator of the relationship
between top executives’ characteristics and corporate decisions and outputs.
That is, the higher the level of managerial discretion is with regard to corporate decisions and outputs, the more managers’ personal characteristics will
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manifest in these decisions and outputs.
One financial reporting area that involves a considerable amount of managerial
discretion is the estimation of (accruals-based) earnings (Fraser and Ormiston, 2004). In brief, financial statements are prepared on an “accruals” rather
than “cash” basis of accounting, meaning that revenues are recognized when
earned, and expenses are recognized when incurred, regardless of whether cash
flows occur simultaneously (Dechow, 1994; Penman, 2003). In accrual accounting, the separation of revenue and expense recognition from cash flows
is achieved through accrual adjustments, which adjust inflows and outflows of
cash to yield revenues and expenses, and ultimately earnings (Subramanyam
and Wild, 2009). These adjustments involve a considerable amount of managerial discretion and estimation, and these substantially affect the information
presented in financial statements – in particular, earnings (Fraser and Ormiston,
2004).9 The main benefit of allowing managers to exert professional judgment
over accruals is that accruals-based earnings are more relevant to the decisionmaking needs of financial information users, compared to cash-based earnings.
However, high levels of managerial discretion and estimation have been harshly
criticized by the accrual accounting detractors: they argue that allowing high
levels of discretion over the estimation of accruals enables top executives to opportunistically manipulate information within the income statement, and thus
deteriorate the quality of accruals – and, by implication, the quality of reported
earnings (Subramanyam and Wild, 2009). Given that, for investors, earnings
is the most important performance summary measure of firms (Dechow, 1994;
Francis, Schipper, and Vincent, 2003; Liu, Nissim, and Thomas, 2002; Penman,
2003), whether or not managers use accruals opportunistically to manipulate
earnings is a major concern, for both accounting regulators and users of financial information (Dechow, 1994). The upper echelons theoretical framework
can be particularly relevant and beneficial to addressing this empirical question.
By adding behavioral aspects to established economic models, upper echelons
theory provides significantly greater power to predict corporate decisions and
outputs compared to other theories – such as neoclassical economic and agency
theories – that disregard the potential influence of managers’ personal characteristics on firm-level decisions and outputs (Hambrick and Mason, 1984). In
line with this reasoning, the essays comprising this dissertation are based on the
premises discussed above. By investigating whether managers’ personal characteristics – including CEO hubris, CEO marital status, CEO children’s age
and gender, and CFO gender – explain their tendency to provide higher/lower
quality earnings, my aim is to extend the current literature to consider these
top executives’ characteristics as potential determinants of earnings quality in
firms, and increase the power to predict inappropriate (and sometimes deceitful)
9 A detailed discussion of the accrual basis of accounting under which earnings are estimated
follows, in subsection 3.4.
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financial reporting behavior among top executives.10

10 The effect of CEO marital status and CFO gender on earnings quality has already been
examined in the literature; in this dissertation, I examine these issues from a relatively different
perspective.
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Earnings quality: concept and
attributes
3.1

Overview

Over the past two decades, the body of empirical research regarding earnings
quality has grown considerably, especially in the area of earnings management.
As claimed by DeFond (2010, p. 402), this tremendous increase in earnings
quality literature is driven by “several factors that have both encouraged and
facilitated this line of research.” More precisely, the SEC’s claims during the
1990s that earnings management is a widespread practice among US public
entities have drawn the attention of researchers. The substantial role of earnings quality has been highlighted by the occurrence of several financial scandals
in both the United States and Europe (Gaio and Raposo, 2011), which have
contributed considerably to the growth in research associated with earnings
management (DeFond, 2010). The collapse of “giants” such as Enron, Kmart,
and Parmalat has raised concerns regarding the reliability of disclosed financial
information; one consequence has been a dramatic drop in investor confidence
(Jain and Rezaee, 2006). The fact that the failure of these “sound” businesses
was strongly linked to inappropriate and, in some cases, deceitful accounting
practices, undermined investors’ trust in corporations, especially in the United
States (Chang, Chen, Liao, and Mishra, 2006). To reverse the negative sentiment and strengthen corporate accountability and professional responsibility,
US Congress passed the SOX in 2002 – which, among other things, sought to
improve financial reporting quality (Jain and Rezaee, 2006).11
11 In addition to earnings management concerns, several other factors have encouraged and
facilitated academic research on earnings quality. The new era of internationally accepted
accounting standards (i.e., IFRS) is another factor that has pushed scholars to dedicate their
efforts to the examination of issues associated with earnings quality. Standard-setters’ intentions to develop new, high-quality accounting standards and promote the worldwide adoption
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3.2

The concept of earnings quality

The concept of “earnings quality” has been variously interpreted in the accounting literature. For instance, high-quality earnings are identified as those
accruing to persistence, stability, predictability, conservatism, and accuracy in
reflecting the economic condition of a firm, and are thought to relate strongly
to past, current, and future cash flows. The fact that these perceptions of earnings quality are distinct – and also carry different implications – renders the
development of one definition of “earnings quality” problematic (Melumad and
Nissim, 2008). Arguably, the scope of earnings quality would require a very
broad definition, if it is to accurately express the fundamental characteristics
inherent in the concept. Such a definition is provided by Dechow et al. (2010),
and in line with those authors, I define “earnings quality” as follows:
Higher-quality earnings provide more information about the features
of a firm’s financial performance that is relevant to a specific decision made by a specific decision maker.
The earnings quality definition of Dechow et al. (2010) is based on the usefulness aspect of earnings, relative to the diverse decision-making needs that
the various users of such accounting information might have.12 The concept
of the usefulness of published financial data is at the core of the conceptual
frameworks of both the IASB and the FASB. In the context of the current research, the specific decision and specific decision maker as per the definition
of Dechow et al. (2010) specifically refer to investment decisions and investors,
respectively. Furthermore, this definition of earnings quality incorporates three
important features. First, earnings quality is contingent on the decision relevance of the information embedded in it; in this sense, earnings quality per se is
meaningless and can be defined only in a specific decision-making context. Second, earnings quality is determined by the ability of disclosed earnings figures
to convey reliable information about a firm’s financial performance – especially
concerning unobservable aspects. Third, earnings quality is defined in terms of
both the relevance of the underlying financial performance to a specific decision
and the ability of the accounting system to capture that performance.
of these standards have worked to develop an interesting and unexplored research field. In
addition to the motives that arose from practical issues – as discussed previously – methodological as well as theoretical advances over the last two decades have substantially facilitated
a sharp increase in the amount of earnings quality literature. The abnormal accruals model introduced by Jones (1991) provided the field with a standardized measure of abnormal accruals;
it, along with several theory papers that helped academics formulate their empirical analyses,
has enabled researchers to share a common ground in testing existing theories. Last but not
least, progress in IT has allowed researchers to access large datasets via several databases,
and this development has mitigated the time and money costs otherwise associated with the
manual collection of large samples (DeFond, 2010).
12 The decision-usefulness perspective of earnings is also central to other definitions of earnings quality (e.g., Dechow and Skinner, 2000; Fields, Lys, and Vincent, 2001; Healy and
Wahlen, 1999; Imhoff Jr., 2003; Lo, 2008; McNichols, 2000; Penman, 2003; Schipper and Vincent, 2003).
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3.3

Earnings quality attributes

The empirical studies in this stream of research use several measures (i.e., earnings attributes) as proxies to capture the theoretical construct of earnings quality (DeFond, 2010). In their review paper, Dechow et al. (2010) classify these
metrics into three main categories – namely, properties of earnings, investor
responsiveness to earnings, and external indicators of earnings misstatements.
The four essays in this dissertation touch upon earnings quality issues that
relate to the properties of earnings and investor responsiveness to earnings. Intuitively, the earnings quality attributes within properties of earnings address
issues that are associated with the reliability of earnings numbers, while the attributes that belong to investor responsiveness to earnings address those issues
that relate to the relevance of earnings figures to investors.
The properties of earnings constitute the broadest category of earnings quality attributes, comprising earnings persistence (i.e., the reported earnings are
consistent year over year), (abnormal) accruals (i.e., unexpected accruals – for
instance, unexpected earnings or losses), earnings smoothing (i.e., earnings do
not fluctuate significantly year over year), loss recognition timeliness (i.e., losses
are reported on time and without delay), and target beating (i.e., instead of reporting losses, firms manage their earnings to report profits). Among these,
(abnormal) accruals is the specific earnings quality attribute that this dissertation explicitly or implicitly considers. In accounting research, (abnormal)
accruals are a widely used measure of accruals quality (Dechow et al., 2010),
and they represent an issue of major importance for academics, practitioners,
and regulators alike (Kothari, Leone, and Wasley, 2005).

3.4

Accrual accounting and earnings quality

Financial statements are primarily prepared on an “accrual” rather than “cash”
basis of accounting (Fraser and Ormiston, 2004; Subramanyam and Wild, 2009).
One of the main accounting principles underlying the preparation of financial
statements is the matching principle – that is, in determining net income (i.e.,
earnings) for an accounting period, expenses are matched with the generation
of revenue (Dechow, 1994; Fraser and Ormiston, 2004). As mentioned, under
accrual accounting, revenues are recognized when earned and expenses are recognized when incurred, regardless of whether cash flows occur simultaneously.
Therefore, accrual accounting is assumed to mitigate timing and matching problems inherent in cash flows. Conceptually, accrual accounting is superior to cash
flow accounting, because accrual-based financial statements (in particular, the
income statement) provide more relevant information for measuring current and
future firm performance (i.e., a firm’s capacity to generate cash flows) (Dechow,
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1994; Penman, 2003; Subramanyam and Wild, 2009).13
In accrual accounting, the separation of revenue and expense recognition from
cash flows is achieved through accrual adjustments, which adjust inflows and
outflows of cash to yield revenues and expenses, and ultimately earnings (Subramanyam and Wild, 2009). These adjustments involve considerable amounts
of managerial judgment and estimation that can significantly affect the information in financial statements (Fraser and Ormiston, 2004). It is the high levels of
managerial judgment and estimation that receive most of the critique from accrual accounting detractors. They claim that allowing extensive judgment over
the estimation of accruals enables managers to manipulate income statement
information, and thus compromise the quality of accruals and by implication
the quality (i.e., reliability) of reported earnings. In contrast, accrual accounting supporters assert that the higher relevance of the accrual-based earnings
compensates for lower earnings reliability stemming from managerial judgment.
They further claim that institutional mechanisms (e.g., accounting standard
setting boards, auditors, etc.) ensure a minimum level of income statement
(i.e., earnings) information reliability (Subramanyam and Wild, 2009).
Arguably, accrual accounting is a continuous quest to balance the relevance and
reliability of earnings figures (Dechow, 1994; Healy and Wahlen, 1999; Watts
and Zimmerman, 1986). As stated previously, managers are allowed to use their
professional judgment to adjust inflows and outflows of cash to yield earnings.
However, the ways in which managers exercise this judgment are controversial.
On one hand, managerial judgment over the recognition of accruals can signal
proprietary information to stakeholders (e.g., capital providers) outside the firm.
Given that managers have more information about firms’ cash-generating capacity (Dechow, 1994; Easley and O’Hara, 2004; Healy and Palepu, 2001; Leuz
and Verrecchia, 2005; Watts and Zimmerman, 1986), signaling is expected to
improve the ability of earnings to measure firm performance more accurately. In
this respect, a credible signal will mitigate information asymmetry, resulting in
more efficient valuation (and contracting) of the underlying firm by increasing
the relevance of earnings. In contrast, it is possible that managers will use their
information advantage opportunistically to manipulate earnings through accruals. In this scenario, managerial discretion over accruals will generate earnings
that constitute a less reliable measure of firm performance (Dechow, 1994; Healy
and Wahlen, 1999).
Whether the net effect of accrual accounting is the improved or impaired ability
of earnings to accurately measure firm performance is an empirical question (Dechow, 1994). While managerial discretion over accruals to signal proprietary information is assumed to be positive and beneficial for financial statement users,
13 As the FASB states in its conceptual framework (see, Statement of Accounting Concepts
No. 1, FASB 1978, para. 44), earnings based on accrual accounting “generally [provide] a
better indication of an enterprise’s present and continuing ability to generate favorable cash
flows than information limited to the financial effects of cash receipts and payments.”
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the opportunistic use of accruals to manage earnings is a major concern for
both accounting regulators and users of financial information. In an attempt
to mitigate the negative consequences of the opportunistic use of managerial
discretion over accruals, regulators strive to develop accounting standards that
restrict managers’ “flexibility” to manipulate earnings. In the hypothetical
scenario of an absence of information asymmetry, such standards would be insufficient, since they constrain the ability of earnings to reflect firm performance
in a way relevant to investors’ decision-making needs. However, given that information asymmetry exists and earnings management is not always traceable
(e.g., due to auditing imperfections), financial information users (e.g., capital
providers) desire performance measures (e.g., earnings) that are reliable, even
to the detriment of relevance.
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Managerial characteristics,
accounting choice, and
earnings quality
4.1

Accounting choice and managerial reporting
incentives

Research on accounting choice has long recognized the pivotal role of management’s reporting incentives in determining the quality of financial disclosures.
Most studies in this literature stream (see, Fields et al., 2001, for a review) are
based on the assumption that managers make accounting choices in an attempt
to influence certain valuation and contracting outcomes that are beneficial either to the firm or to themselves. Regardless of the outcome (i.e., valuation
or contracting) that managers intend to influence, information asymmetry, the
management’s belief that accounting choice can affect users’ perceptions of the
firm, and managerial judgment are core aspects (Healy and Wahlen, 1999).
Intuitively, given that information asymmetry exists between preparers (i.e.,
managers) and users (e.g., investors) of accounting information, and by exerting discretion over the accounting numbers, managers can influence users’
perceptions concerning the financial position of the firm (Fields et al., 2001).
In their review paper, Fields et al. (2001) classify managerial incentives to exert
professional judgment on accounting choices into three categories: 1) incentives
to reduce capital market transaction costs, 2) incentives to reduce agency costs,
and 3) incentives to reduce political and litigation costs. The first group of
incentives assumes that accounting choices are determined by managers’ desire
to reduce the adverse selection costs that arise from information asymmetry
between firms and capital providers (i.e., cost of capital). However, it is likely
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that self-interested managers might have incentives to opportunistically manipulate earnings in an effort to increase stock prices, which would in turn
enhance their own compensation or reputation. The second group focuses on
management’s incentives to influence a firm’s contractual arrangements – including executive compensation agreements and debt covenants – in order to
alleviate agency costs, by better aligning the interests of contacting parties. Depending on how these contracts are structured, however, managers might have
incentives to make accounting choices so as to deliberately increase their compensation or avoid covenant violation. Finally, the third group of managerial
incentives suggests that managers make accounting choices in an effort to influence the decisions made by external parties other than actual and potential
firm shareholders (e.g., to reduce or defer taxes and to avoid costs imposed by
specific regulations).

4.2

Managerial reporting incentives, discretion, and
earnings quality

Accounting standards very often require that managers exercise their professional judgment when preparing financial statements. The implied benefit is
that allowing managers to use their discretion increases the flow of (proprietary)
information to outsiders, especially in contexts featuring information asymmetry, thus increasing the communicative value of accounting (Healy and Wahlen,
1999). This is self-evident in situations where managers are objective and do not
prioritize their own interests, to the detriment of users. Nonetheless, managerial
discretion has its downside. Relatively unconstrained accounting choice is likely
to impose costs on the users of financial information, due to the incentives that
firm managers might have to disseminate self-serving information that does not
accurately reflect a firm’s underlying economic condition. For instance, selfinterested managers may have incentives to make accounting choices so as to
sharply increase stock price just prior to the expiration of stock options they
hold, increase their own compensation and job security, avoid violating debt
covenants, or reduce (increase) regulatory costs (benefits) (Fields et al., 2001;
Healy and Wahlen, 1999).
A substantial body of the accounting choice literature focuses on the relationship between managerial incentives and earnings management.14 This research
stream assumes earnings management to be a valid proxy for earnings quality – that is, highly managed earnings indicate low-quality earnings, and vice
14 According

to Healy and Wahlen (1999, p. 368), earnings management is defined as
managers’ propensity to “use judgment in financial reporting and in structuring transactions
to alter financial reports to either mislead some stakeholders about the underlying economic
performance of the company or to influence contractual outcomes that depend on reported
accounting numbers.”
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versa (Dechow et al., 2010; Lo, 2008).15 This research focus is not surprising,
given that earnings are perceived by investors as the most important performance summary measure (Dechow, 1994; Francis et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2002;
Penman, 2003), and that managers view earnings as the performance measure
central to investors’ and analysts’ assessment of the firm (Dichev, Graham, Harvey, and Rajgopal, 2013; Graham, Harvey, and Rajgopal, 2005).16 Therefore,
the quality of reported earnings should play a prime role in firm valuation (Kang
and Starica, 2016; Penman, 2003).17
Earnings constitute the summary measure of firm performance produced under the principles of accrual accounting (Dechow, 1994). Given that accrual
accounting assumes the extensive application of managerial discretion, a voluminous body of empirical research in financial accounting is dedicated to examining whether managers use discretionary accruals to manipulate earnings
(Dechow et al., 2010).18 The studies in this literature vein are grounded on
the assumption that managerial incentives to achieve certain outcomes lead to
earnings manipulation. In general, the empirical findings are consistent, in that
managerial incentives to influence market valuations significantly affect top executives’ accounting choices, especially in relation to accruals. In particular,
there is evidence that firms use discretionary accruals to manage earnings upwards when raising equity (e.g., Lang, Raedy, and Yetman, 2003; Morsfield and
Tan, 2006; Ndubizu, 2007) and debt (e.g., Dietrich, Harris, and Muller, 2001)
capital. Moreover, a number of studies show that managers use discretionary
accruals to manage earnings, in an attempt to meet or beat earnings-based targets (e.g., Das and Zhang, 2003; Kasznik, 1999) or preclude the violation of
debt covenants (e.g., DeFond and Jiambalvo, 1994; Franz, Hassabelnaby, and
Lobo, 2014; Peasnell, Pope, and Young, 2000).

4.3

Managerial characteristics and earnings quality

Given that the role of managerial incentives to manipulate earnings through
discretionary accruals has been extensively studied, a relatively recent stream
15 Although earnings management is broadly accepted as a reflection of earnings quality, the
lack of earnings management cannot suffice to guarantee high-quality earnings. The reason is
that there are other factors unrelated to earnings management that contribute to the earnings
quality (Lo, 2008).
16 Apparently, capital providers (both debt and equity) are not the only outside users of
financial information who see earnings as the key summary measure of firm performance.
Earnings, as a summary measure of firm performance, is also relevant for contracting purposes
(e.g., executive compensation plans and debt covenants) or for taxation purposes. In this
dissertation, however, I consider only investors as users of financial information.
17 The pivotal role of earnings in firm valuation is further justified by accounting-based
valuation models (e.g., the residual income valuation model (Ohlson, 1995) and the Ohlson
and Juettner-Nauroth (2005) model), which produce valuations based on forecasting earnings
that are equivalent to pricing expected dividends.
18 Almost one-third of the studies reviewed by Dechow et al. (2010) use abnormal (i.e.,
discretionary) accruals as a measure of earnings quality.
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of empirical accounting research has shown interest in whether manager-specific
factors (e.g., age, gender, education, etc.) can explain their tendency to manage
earnings by exerting discretion over accruals.
The large volume of accounting choice studies that examine managers’ tendency
to manage earnings through discretionary accruals hinge on the assumptions
inherent in neoclassical economic and agency theories, which treat managers
as homogeneous and perfect substitutes. A core assumption underlying these
studies is that under the same economic circumstances – including economic
incentives – different managers would make exactly the same rational choices
(Bamber et al., 2010; Ge et al., 2011). These studies largely focus on firm-level
factors (e.g., firm size, profitability, corporate governance, etc.) and economylevel factors (e.g., enforcement of accounting standards, legal system, investor
protection, etc.) as determinants of managers’ tendency to manipulate earnings
through discretionary accruals. Concerning firm characteristics, the literature
provides evidence of a positive association of firm performance (e.g., Doyle, Ge,
and McVay, 2007; Gong, Louis, and Sun, 2008) and firm leverage (e.g., DeFond
and Jiambalvo, 1994; Franz et al., 2014; Kim, Lee, and Lie, 2017) with earnings management through discretionary accruals. Meanwhile, firm size (e.g.,
Ashbaugh-Skaife, Collins, and Kinney, 2007; Doyle et al., 2007; Ge and McVay,
2005), and audit committee and board of directors characteristics (e.g., independence) (e.g., Badolato, Donelson, and Ege, 2014; Doyle et al., 2007; Hazarika
et al., 2012; Klein, 2002) have been found to correlate negatively with accrualsbased earnings management. With respect to economy-wide factors that influence firm-level behavior with respect to managing earnings through discretionary accruals, the research results indicate that investor protection regimes
(e.g., Francis and Wang, 2008; Leuz, Nanda, and Wysocki, 2003) and the legal
enforcement of accounting standards (e.g., Burgstahler, Hail, and Leuz, 2006;
Leuz et al., 2003) are negatively associated with accruals-based earnings management.
Following the development of upper echelons theory (Hambrick, 2007; Hambrick and Mason, 1984), the possibility that managers’ individual characteristics might influence firm-level decision outputs has become widely recognized.
Influenced by the Carnegie School – which argues that complex decisions largely
derive from behavioral factors and they are not a mechanical quest for economic
optimization (see, Cyert and March, 1963) – upper echelons theory suggests that
managers’ individual attributes (i.e., experiences, values, and personality) significantly affect how they interpret their situations and influence their decisions.
Departing from the premises of upper echelons theory, research on judgment
and decision-making has investigated the potential effect of managers’ personal
characteristics on corporate decisions and outputs. Some examples are the association between CEO house size and firm performance (e.g., Liu and Yermack,
2012), CEO overconfidence and corporate investment (e.g., Malmendier and
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Tate, 2005), CEO “superstar” status and firm performance (e.g., Malmendier
and Tate, 2009), and CFO gender and bank loan contracting (e.g., Francis,
Hasan, and Wu, 2013). Besides top executives’ observable characteristics, the
literature shows that manager-specific unobserved factors (e.g., cognitive ability, managerial skills, expertise, etc.) captured through manager fixed effects
also influence corporate-level decisions and outputs (e.g., Bertrand and Schoar,
2003).
In the specific context of financial accounting research, an increasingly growing
body of empirical research has been particularly interested in whether financial
reporting is influenced by manager-specific characteristics (both observable and
unobservable). In this respect, manager-specific fixed effects that capture top
executives’ unobservable innate characteristics – such as managerial skills and
expertise – have been found to influence firms’ voluntary financial disclosure
(Bamber et al., 2010) and tax avoidance (Dyreng, Hanlon, and Maydew, 2010)
choices that cannot be explained by firm characteristics (e.g., size, profitability,
leverage, etc.). Moreover, the literature also documents an effect of managers’
fixed effects on accounting choice related to discretionary accruals: specifically,
Ge et al. (2011) and Dejong and Ling (2013) show that CEO and CFO fixed
effects significantly determine accruals-related accounting choices in firms. As
Dejong and Ling (2013) further claim, CEOs are more likely to affect accruals
through firm-level policy decisions, while CFOs are more likely to affect accruals
through accounting choices.
In addition to manager-specific unobserved factors, earlier studies investigated
the effect of executives’ observable characteristics (e.g., gender, age, education,
reputation, marital status, etc.) on accounting choice, especially in relation to
choices that affect accruals quality and, by implication, earnings quality. Among
these observable managerial characteristics, the effect of managers’ gender on
accounting choice has drawn the attention of most researchers. As the empirical
evidence indicates, top executives’ gender (in particular, CFO gender) has a
significant effect on accounting conservatism (Francis et al., 2015) and accruals
quality (Barua et al., 2010), with female managers being significantly more
conservative and reporting higher-quality accruals (and earnings) compared to
their male counterparts. Regarding age and education, the literature provides
weak evidence of an effect on earnings quality (Ge et al., 2011), while executive
reputation has been found to correlate negatively with the quality of accruals
and earnings (Francis, Huang, Rajgopal, and Zang, 2008). A core assumption
underlying the studies in this literature stream is that top managers’ observable
and unobservable personal characteristics affect their risk preferences. It is
the risk preference of each manager that significantly influences the accounting
choices, which in turn affect financial reporting quality in general, and earnings
quality in particular.
A relatively recent and fast-growing body of literature focuses on the poten29
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tial effect of top executives’ marital status on various corporate and accounting
choices. For example, Roussanov and Savor (2014) show that firms managed
by married CEOs tend to be involved in less aggressive investment policies
and demonstrate less stock return volatility. Considering the effect of managers’ marital status on accounting choice, Hilary, Huang, and Xu (2017) found
that married CEOs tend to manage earnings through discretionary accruals
significantly less, relative to nonmarried CEOs. Studies that examine whether
accounting (and corporate) choices are influenced by executives’ marital status
derive from the premise that the family environment of an individual is a significant determinant of his or her risk preference. Specifically, in examining the
effect of executives’ marital status on accounting (and corporate) choices, it is
assumed that married managers are generally less risk-tolerant than their nonmarried counterparts. The most apparent explanation for this phenomenon is
that married people have relatively more responsibilities (especially when children are involved) and face greater social risks when involved in risky financial
(reporting) actions (Roszkowski, Snelbecker, and Leimberg, 1993). The above
concerns are particularly germane to Essay 3, in which I examine whether factors
from the broader family environment of married CEOs – including the gender
and age of the children of married CEOs – affect their tendency to manage earnings through discretionary accruals (i.e., provide higher/lower accruals quality).
To date, the focus of accounting research has been exclusively on the association
between executives’ marital status and accounting (i.e., accruals) choice (e.g.,
Hilary et al., 2017). However, evidence within the literature indicates that top
executives’ accounting reporting behavior is greatly influenced by their family
environment, and especially by the gender of their children (see, Cronqvist and
Yu, 2017). Essay 3 examines the potential effect of the gender and age of CEO
children on top executives’ behavior in managing earnings through discretionary
accruals; as such, it extends the existing literature to include factors from the
broader family environment of managers, citing them as potential determinants
of accounting choice that affect accruals and, ultimately, earnings quality.

4.4

Loan loss provisions and earnings quality in banks

LLP constitute the dominant operating accrual in the banking industry (Beatty
and Liao, 2014; Fonseca and González, 2008; Gebhardt and Novotny-Farkas,
2011; Kanagaretnam, Lobo, and Yang, 2004; Lobo and Yang, 2001). Due to
their relatively large proportion in bank accruals, LLP significantly affect the
reported earnings in banks (Ahmed, Takeda, and Thomas, 1999). Therefore, a
large volume of empirical studies have examined whether or not bank managers
use LLP opportunistically (e.g., Ahmed et al., 1999; Anandarajan, Hasan, and
McCarthy, 2007; Hess, Grimes, and Holmes, 2009; Kanagaretnam et al., 2004;
Laeven and Majnoni, 2003; Liu and Ryan, 2006; Lobo and Yang, 2001; Perez,
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Salas-Fumas, and Saurina, 2008; Rivard, Bland, and Hatfield Morris, 2003).
LLP illustrate, within bank financial statements, the management’s anticipated
credit losses. The estimation of credit losses in banks is an accounting choice
that involves high managerial discretion, given the high measurement uncertainty underlying LLP (Ahmed et al., 1999; Anandarajan et al., 2007; Hess
et al., 2009; Kanagaretnam et al., 2004; Liu, Ryan, and Wahlen, 1997; Lobo
and Yang, 2001). As mentioned, an implied benefit of permitting professional
judgment in the production of financial statements is that it allows management
to convey proprietary information. At the same time, however, the allowance for
exerting discretion enables managers to be self-interested in using their discretion, and thus bias the financial statements for their own benefit. Hence, there
are two contradictory effects at work in the application of professional judgment; the extent to which – as well as under what conditions – each dominates
is yet an ongoing issue (Barth and Clinch, 1998).
Banks are the foundation upon which the global financial system is based, rendering the stability of the banking sector an issue of major economic importance.
Potential instability in the banking sector can pose problems to the global economic system as a whole (Hess et al., 2009). This became apparent during the
2007–2008 financial crisis, which led to the collapse of several commercial and
investment banks. One consequence of the crisis was a near-systemic collapse
of the banking industry upon which all commercial lending activity is based
(Barth and Landsman, 2010), highlighting once again the significance of financial reporting in the banking industry (Gebhardt and Novotny-Farkas, 2011).
Asset quality problems in general, and credit losses in particular, are frequently
considered the main drivers of bank failure (Hess et al., 2009). Given that credit
loss accounting assumes that bank managers exert their discretion over LLP, a
voluminous body of accounting research has examined whether bank managers
use LLP to opportunistically manipulate earnings and/or regulatory capital
(Perez et al., 2008).19, 20 The empirical results are consistent, in that bank
managers indeed use their judgment over LLP accounting to manipulate (i.e.,
smooth) earnings (e.g., Anandarajan et al., 2007; Hess et al., 2009; Kanagaretnam et al., 2004; Liu and Ryan, 2006; Lobo and Yang, 2001; Perez et al., 2008;
Rivard et al., 2003) and regulatory capital (e.g., Ahmed et al., 1999; Anandarajan et al., 2007; Lobo and Yang, 2001).21 What drives earnings management
19 The

term “regulatory capital” refers to banks’ obligation to maintain a minimum level
of capital as a default shield. That minimum level of regulatory capital is determined by
legislation and by regulators (e.g., the Basel Accords), and it relates to the amount of bank
assets.
20 The valuation role of accounting information implies that earnings management is of
greater concern to capital providers, compared to regulatory capital management. However,
the accounting literature on banking frequently considers more than one reporting choice, and
has typically examined both capital and earnings motives in a single model, mainly because
LLP can be used by bank managers to manipulate both earnings and capital ratios (Beatty
and Liao, 2014).
21 Whether smoothness of earnings is good or bad is debatable. According to Dechow et al.
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through LLP in banks is the desire of bank managers to either increase their remuneration (i.e., the private control benefits hypothesis) or manipulate market
perceptions regarding the riskiness of their business (i.e., the risk management
hypothesis) (Beaver and Engel, 1996; Fonseca and González, 2008; Rivard et al.,
2003). Meanwhile, bank managers have an incentive to manipulate regulatory
capital through LLP: they want to be seen by regulators as less risky and more
capital-adequate (i.e., capital management hypothesis) (Beaver and Engel, 1996;
Hess et al., 2009; Lobo and Yang, 2001). In addition to earnings and regulatory
capital management, accounting researchers have also examined whether bank
managers use their discretion over LLP to signal proprietary information to
those stakeholders outside the firm. However, the results regarding the signaling use of LLP are mixed (see, Ahmed et al., 1999; Anandarajan et al., 2007;
Beaver, Eger, Ryan, and Wolfson, 1989; Elliott, Hanna, and Shaw, 1991; Kanagaretnam et al., 2004; Lobo and Yang, 2001; Nichols, Wahlen, and Wieland,
2009).
Taken together, the findings within the literature indicate that earnings (and
regulatory capital) management is a major incentive for bank management when
choosing the accounting treatment of LLP. The information signaling incentive,
on the other hand, is still an open issue among banks. As stated previously,
whether the net effect of accrual accounting is an improvement to or impairment of the ability of earnings to accurately measure firm performance is an
empirical question (Dechow, 1994). On one hand, the application of managerial judgment over accruals to signal proprietary information is assumed to be
positive and beneficial for financial statement users. On the other hand, the
opportunistic use of accruals to manage earnings is a major concern for both
accounting and bank regulators, and the users of financial information, since
it deteriorates the quality (i.e., reliability) of earnings as a firm performance
measure. In this respect, the fact that earnings and regulatory capital management through LLP constitute major incentives for bank managers compared to
(2010, p. 361), a core “tenet of an accrual-based earnings system is that earnings smooth
random fluctuations in the timing of cash payments and receipts, making earnings more
informative about performance than cash flows” (emphasis added). Even so, smoothness of
earnings should not be considered an ultimate goal of the accruals-based accounting system,
but rather as an outcome of the accrual accounting system that is assumed to improve the
decision-usefulness (i.e., relevance) of earnings. However, earnings smoothness should not be
considered a de facto indicator of greater decision-usefulness or higher earnings quality. Even
in the absence of accounting choice by firms with respect to accounting methods, estimates, or
real activities, accruals that lead to smoothness can hide or delay the measurement of changes
in fundamental performance, which would presumably be decision-useful (i.e., relevant) if
revealed. However, as stated previously, accrual accounting involves accounting choice that
requires high managerial discretion. Managers can use their discretion either to increase or
distort the decision-usefulness of earnings. These ambiguous managerial motives result in
empirical findings that provide unclear support as to whether earnings smoothing serve as a
good or bad proxy for earnings quality. In the particular context of banking research, however,
earnings smoothing is considered detrimental to earnings quality. Under the private control
benefits hypothesis (Fonseca and González, 2008), bank managers are assumed to subjectively
manage (i.e., smooth) earnings to satisfy their own needs.
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the signaling of proprietary information clearly indicates that in the banking
sector, the opportunistic use of managerial discretion over accrual accounting
dominates the signaling.

4.5

Managerial characteristics, loan loss provisions,
and earnings quality in banks

As previously discussed, the accounting research has quite recently turned its
focus from those micro- and macroeconomic factors that determine the quality
of reported earnings, to consider also the effect of managers’ personal characteristics. Yet, the empirical accounting literature in banking almost exclusively
focuses on micro- and macroeconomic factors that determine bank managers’
(accounting) decision to opportunistically use LLP to manage either earnings
or regulatory capital, thus ignoring the potential influence of manager-specific
factors on these issues.22
The main focus of the mainstream banking research in accounting is on the
potential effect of bank-specific regulation – in particular, the Basel Accords
– on bank managers’ tendency to use their discretion over LLP to manipulate
earnings and/or regulatory capital (Beatty and Liao, 2014). The empirical evidence consistently shows that in the pre-Basel period, bank managers used their
discretion over LLP to manage their bank’s regulatory capital. Concerning earnings management, though, the results are mixed (e.g., Beatty, Chamberlain, and
Magliolo, 1995; Collins, Shackelford, and Wahlen, 1995; Moyer, 1990). However,
the empirical findings indicate that in the years since the first Basel Accord,
managers’ tendency to use discretionary LLP to manipulate capital ratios has
been significantly damped by the new regulation (e.g., Ahmed et al., 1999; Kim
and Kross, 1998). Meanwhile, earnings management through managerial discretion over LLP has increased in the years since the Basel Accords were initiated
(e.g., Anandarajan et al., 2007; Beatty, Ramesh, and Weber, 2002; Shrieves and
Dahl, 2003). In addition to the Basel Accords, accounting researchers have examined the effect of other macroeconomic factors – including investor protection
and legal enforcement, disclosure requirements, bank supervision, and financial
structure and development within a country – on the opportunistic use of LLP
by banks (Fonseca and González, 2008).
In the aftermath of the 2007–2008 financial crisis, researchers became interested in whether managerial characteristics affect the quality of banks’ financial
22 A potential explanation for this phenomenon could be traced to the fact that the banking
industry is extremely homogeneous. This distinct characteristic of the banking industry could
imply that bank managers are also homogeneous, and this would eliminate variation among
managers with respect to their personal characteristics (e.g., age, education, family environment, tenure, etc.). When there is very low manager-specific variation, researchers are not
able to identify any effect arising from managerial characteristics, through neither manager
fixed effects nor observable manager attributes.
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reporting. This change in the literature focus was primarily stimulated by speculation in newspaper reports that bank managers’ personality traits might have
contributed to the crisis. Among managerial characteristics, particular emphasis
has been placed on hubris (i.e., a personality trait), since as it has been argued
the banking crisis was caused at least in part by CEO hubris (e.g., Plumb and
Wilchins, 2008), and that some leading international bankers displayed marked
signs of hubris (Owen and Davidson, 2009). Yet, there is little research evidence
to support this conjecture (Brennan and Conroy, 2013).
The research interest in hubris and how it influences managers’ decision-making
dates back to Roll (1986). Since then, many researchers – especially those in
management and finance – have examined the potential effect of hubris on
various corporate decisions and outputs. Hubris is considered a personality disorder defined by presumption, exaggerated pride, or excessive self-confidence,
and which can potentially lead to retribution (Owen, 2006). It reflects a state of
extreme confidence triggered by both external stimuli (e.g., recent firm performance) and internal disposition (e.g., sense of self-importance) (Hayward and
Hambrick, 1997), manifesting itself in high-judgment (Hayward and Hambrick,
1997; Hayward, Shepherd, and Griffin, 2006; Hiller and Hambrick, 2005) and
high-uncertainty (Tversky and Kahneman, 1975) contexts. This is particularly
germane to Essay 2, in which I examine whether CEO hubris affects the quality
of LLP in banks. As mentioned, the accounting for credit losses (i.e., LLP) in
banks is characterized by high levels of both judgment and uncertainty. These
two distinct features of credit loss accounting render banks in general, and LLP
in particular, a suitable context for examining whether managerial (i.e., CEO)
hubris affects accounting choice.
A core assumption underlying hubris is that managers (e.g., CEOs) act in what
they believe is the best of interest of the shareholders (Hietala, Kaplan, and
Robinson, 2003) – that is, managers do not necessarily behave opportunistically
to prioritize their self-interests, to the detriment of shareholders. Thus, financial
misreporting might simply be the result of a misjudgment of true firm performance, rather than due to managers’ wish to deliberately manipulate earnings
for self-benefit (Chen, 2010). In contrast to intentional opportunism that aims
to deliberately mislead investors, managerial hubris could result in unintentional
and nonopportunistic biased financial reporting (Brennan and Conroy, 2013).
The empirical findings in the literature are consistent, in that bank managers
use LLP opportunistically to manage earnings (e.g., earnings smoothing), either
to increase their remuneration or to bias investor perceptions about the riskiness of their business (Beaver and Engel, 1996; Fonseca and González, 2008;
Rivard et al., 2003). Assuming that most of a CEO’s compensation is linked to
earnings and stock performance, it is reasonable to conclude that bank CEOs
have strong incentives to exert opportunistic discretion over LLP. This premise,
however, runs counter to the core hubris assumption – namely, that hubristic
34
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CEOs do not necessarily act opportunistically to favor their own interests, but
rather in what they believe is the best for the shareholders (Chen, 2010; Hietala
et al., 2003). Yet, given the strong incentives that bank CEOs have to manipulate earnings (e.g., CEO compensation incentives), the likelihood that hubristic
CEOs might act opportunistically cannot be entirely ruled out. The above concerns have been taken into account, especially when choosing the research design
for Essay 2. Provided that the strong incentives that bank CEOs have to opportunistically manage earnings run counter to the core hubris assumption (i.e.,
financial misreporting might simply be the result of misjudgment of true firm
performance), the methodology of the research presented in Essay 2 is designed
so as to test both the opportunistic and nonopportunistic use of discretionary
LLP by hubristic bank CEOs. In Essay 2, the term “opportunistic” refers to
the use of LLP by hubristic bank CEOs to deliberately manage (i.e., smooth)
earnings, while the term “nonopportunistic” refers to the inability of hubristic
bank CEOs to use their discretion over LLP to anticipate future deteriorations
in their banks’ loan portfolio performance.
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Managerial characteristics
and the usefulness of earnings
to investors
5.1

Role of accounting information in capital
markets

A major challenge in a market-based economy is the optimal allocation of savings to investment opportunities. In this process, accounting information provided through regulated financial reports (i.e., the balance sheet, income statement, statement of owner’s equity, cash flow statement, and supplementary
notes) and nonregulated voluntary disclosures (e.g., CSR reports) is vital to the
“functioning of an efficient capital market” (Healy and Palepu, 2001, p. 406).
At any point in time, capital providers face an “information problem” that
arises from information asymmetry and conflicting incentives between firms
that seek capital and investors. In its extreme form, this situation could lead
to the “lemons” problem (see, Akerlof, 1970). Consider a scenario where half
the securities in a capital market are “good” and the other half are “bad,”
and that both investors and firms (firm managers in particular) are “rational”
and value securities based on the information they have. Should investors not
be able to distinguish the two types of securities, the managers of firms with
“bad” securities will try to exaggerate the value of their securities, so that they
appear to be as valuable as the “good” ones. Recognizing this possibility, capital
providers will value both good and bad securities at an average level – that is,
they will “undervalue” good securities and “overvalue” bad ones (Beyer, Cohen,
Lys, and Walther, 2010; Healy and Palepu, 2001). In light of this situation, firms
with good securities are reluctant to trade, since they know their securities
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are undervalued; meanwhile, bad securities can overwhelm the market. This
adverse selection issue (i.e., bad securities dominate the market due to a lack of
information) deteriorates market efficiency and can potentially lead to a collapse
in the capital market. How does accounting information fit into the picture?
As has been long recognized, in the presence of no or insufficient information,
capital providers face an information risk associated with buying and holding a
security. To bear this risk, investors require compensation in the form of higher
returns, which increases for firm the cost of capital. The adverse selection issue
can be mitigated through the provision of more and/or better-quality accounting
information, and this leads to a reduction in the cost of capital for firms (Easley
and O’Hara, 2004; Kothari, Xu, and Short, 2009; Lambert et al., 2007; Leuz
and Verrecchia, 2005).
Assume now that the “lemons problem” is overcome, and that a transaction
in the capital market is carried out. Once an investor buys a security, he or
she may face additional “agency problems” that arise from the separation of
ownership and control (Beyer et al., 2010; Healy and Palepu, 2001). Given that
investors (i.e., owners) delegate decision-making rights to firm managers (i.e.,
agents) and that investors and managers have divergent interests, it is expected
that “rational” managers will prioritize their own interests to the detriment of
capital providers. In this scenario, information asymmetry between investors
and managers gives rise to a moral hazard problem (see, Jensen and Meckling,
1976). Accounting information is also said to be able to mitigate information
asymmetry that can lead to moral hazard. Optimal contracts that aim to align
the interests of managers and with those of capital providers are often written
based on accounting information. Such contracts require that managers provide
relevant information that enables capital providers to monitor managers’ compliance with contractual agreements, and to confirm that managerial actions
are in line with investors’ interests (Healy and Palepu, 2001).
The above discussion highlights two important roles of accounting information
in market-based economies – namely, the valuation role and the contracting role
of accounting information (Beyer et al., 2010; Watts and Zimmerman, 1986).
Given the usefulness of accounting information to the investment decisionmaking needs of capital providers, it is the valuation role of accounting information that is of interest in this dissertation.
The valuation role of accounting information implies that capital markets are
imperfect and that transaction costs do exist. With complete and perfect capital markets, there is no substantive role for accounting disclosures. Yet, in a
world of incomplete and imperfect markets, accounting information is an efficient way of dealing with market imperfections (Fields et al., 2001). Departing
from this premise, the literature identifies several market effects of accounting
information. For instance, accounting information has been found to relate
positively to the accuracy of analyst forecasts (e.g., Hope, 2003), improve liq38
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uidity (e.g., Bushee and Leuz, 2005; Leuz and Verrecchia, 2000), reduce bid–ask
spreads (e.g., Coller and Yohn, 1997; Leuz and Verrecchia, 2000), and lower the
cost of debt (e.g., Sengupta, 1998) and equity (e.g., Botosan, 1997; Botosan
and Plumlee, 2002; Kothari et al., 2009; Lambert et al., 2007) capital. Among
these capital market effects, the most prominent are those related to liquidity and cost of capital. Specifically, in the presence of information asymmetry,
relatively uninformed investors will be less willing to trade, since they cannot
be sure whether trading is being carried out at a “fair price.” Given that accounting disclosures mitigate information asymmetry between firms and capital
providers (Beyer et al., 2010; Healy and Palepu, 2001), it is expected that when
information asymmetry is reduced, investors will become more active and market liquidity will increase (Diamond and Verrecchia, 1991; Kim and Verrecchia,
1994). Concerning the effect of accounting information on the cost of capital,
the idea is that in the absence of adequate information, investors face an information risk. To bear this risk, as mentioned, “rational” investors require
compensation in the form of returns, which in turn increases the cost of capital
for firms. Therefore, an increase in the quantity and quality of accounting information is expected to reduce firms’ cost of capital (Easley and O’Hara, 2004;
Kothari et al., 2009; Lambert et al., 2007; Leuz and Verrecchia, 2005).

5.2

The role of earnings quality in capital markets

One of the fundamental roles of accounting information in market-based economies
is to help capital providers better and more accurately evaluate the performance
of firms (Holthausen and Watts, 2001). In examining whether accounting information fulfills its valuation role, research has focused on how investors respond
to different line items (e.g., net income, common equity, etc.) (Runesson, 2015).
Among these items, earnings is the performance measure that has drawn most
researchers’ attention, not least due to investors’ acceptance of earnings as the
most important performance summary measure (Dechow, 1994; Francis et al.,
2003; Liu et al., 2002; Penman, 2003), as well as managers’ belief that earnings
are considered by investors and analysts to be the key firm performance measure
by which to value firms (Dichev et al., 2013; Graham et al., 2005).
According to Penman (2003), when investors buy a stock, what they actually
buy is “earnings”; therefore, the quality of reported earnings should play a
fundamental role in firm valuation (Kang and Starica, 2016; Penman, 2003).
Apparently, investors do not buy current earnings, but rather future earnings
discounted by using the appropriate cost of capital (Holthausen and Watts,
2001). Thus, reported (i.e., current) earnings are assumed to be of good quality
if they provide a good indicator of future earnings (Penman, 2003).
In examining the quality of accounting numbers in general and earnings in
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particular researchers primarily focus on the covariation between earnings and
stock returns (Barth et al., 2001). The underlying logic is that earnings reflect
changes in the book value of firms’ equity, while stock returns reflect changes
in the market value of firm equity. Therefore, changes in the market value
of equity should correlate with changes in the book value of equity. A high
correlation between market values and the book values of equity is interpreted
by researchers as a sign of the high “value relevance” of earnings, which in
turn implies that earnings are useful in terms of investors’ decision-making
needs (Holthausen and Watts, 2001). In the literature, high value relevance
is thought to be an indicator of high earnings quality in terms of usefulness
(Dechow et al., 2010). The reasoning behind this is that earnings are valuerelevant (i.e., demonstrate a predicted and significant correlation with stock
returns) only if they reflect information that is relevant to investors in valuing
firms, and are measured reliably enough to be reflected in stock returns. In this
respect, value relevance tests constitute joint tests of relevance and reliability
of earnings (Barth et al., 2001).
Departing from the seminal works of Ball and Brown (1968) and Beaver (1968),
numerous studies have since examined earnings quality from a market-based
perspective.23 Starting from the late 1980s and throughout the 1990s, the
relation between earnings and stock returns received considerable researcher
attention. During this period, so-called value relevance studies became very
popular among financial accounting researchers (Runesson, 2015). According
to Holthausen and Watts (2001), value relevance studies can be classified into
three main categories – namely, relative association studies, incremental association studies, and marginal information content studies. Relative association
studies compare the association between stock returns (or changes in returns)
and earnings, with high model fit in terms of the R2 of the regressions indicating the high value relevance of earnings. Incremental association studies
investigate whether earnings explain market values or returns (over long time
windows) while controlling for the potential effect of other specified variables.
Earnings are considered value-relevant if the estimated regression coefficient is
significantly different from zero. Finally, marginal information content studies
23 A significant portion of the empirical financial accounting literature is dedicated to investigating the interactions between capital markets and accounting information. The academic
community refers to this literature as market-based accounting research (Lev and Ohlson,
1982) or capital markets research (Kothari, 2001). The development of capital markets research in accounting was greatly influenced and facilitated by the positive economics theory
(Friedman, 1953), the efficient market hypothesis (Fama, 1970, 1991), the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) (Lintner, 1969; Sharpe, 1964), and the event study methodology (Fama,
Fisher, Jensen, and Roll, 1969). What establishes capital markets research as one of the most
popular and voluminous accounting literature streams is the high demand for it, especially
in the areas of fundamental analysis and valuation, tests of the efficient market hypothesis,
the role of accounting in contracting and in the political process, and disclosure regulation
(Kothari, 2001). The large proportion of published papers that scrutinize the interactions
between the market and reported earnings has rendered earnings – and, by implication, earnings quality – a type of accounting information of great significance (see, Healy and Palepu,
2001; Holthausen and Watts, 2001; Kothari, 2001; Lev and Ohlson, 1982, for reviews).
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examine whether the release of earnings is associated with changes in stock returns. Studies of this type investigate the earnings–returns association in short
time windows around an accounting event, typically the date of earnings announcement. A market reaction to new earnings information is considered an
indicator of value relevance, and therefore of high earnings quality. Overall,
in the relevant literature, the usefulness of reported earnings is inferred from
high value relevance (Barth et al., 2001).24 The value relevance literature – especially that comprising marginal information content studies – is particularly
relevant to Essays 1 and 4, both of which employ an event study methodology
to evaluate the quality (i.e., usefulness) of accruals-based earnings.

5.3

Managerial characteristics and the usefulness of
earnings

The pivotal role of financial information in the efficient functioning of capital
markets has been long recognized in the accounting literature. What determines
the demand for financial information in a capital market context is information
asymmetry and agency conflicts between firms and capital providers (i.e., investors) (Healy and Palepu, 2001). Both information asymmetry and agency
conflicts create a form of systematic information risk for investors (Easley and
O’Hara, 2004). To assume this risk, “rational” investors require compensation
(i.e., higher rates of return), leading to an increase in the cost of capital for
firms (Easley and O’Hara, 2004; Leuz and Verrecchia, 2005). In an attempt to
mitigate the negative consequences of information asymmetry and agency conflicts (i.e., higher cost of capital due to higher information risk for investors),
firm managers provide either more or better-quality financial information to
investors (Bushee and Leuz, 2005; Easley and O’Hara, 2004; Lambert et al.,
2007; Leuz and Verrecchia, 2000, 2005), with accounting researchers assigning
greater importance to the association between the quality of the disclosed financial information and investors’ information risk (Ecker et al., 2006; Francis
et al., 2005; Lambert et al., 2007; Lang and Lundholm, 1996; Yee, 2006).
In examining the effect of financial information quality on firms’ cost of capital – and, by implication, on investors’ information risk – researchers have
placed particular emphasis on accruals quality. For instance, Francis, LaFond,
Olsson, and Schipper (2004) test the ability of several accounting-based (i.e.,
24 It is important to note that the value relevance of earnings (and book values) has decreased
over time (Brown, Lo, and Lys, 1999). According to Runesson (2015, p. 15), the most
apparent explanation for this phenomenon “lies in shifting business models and [the] increased
prevalence of intangible assets. Intangible assets are less likely to meet the definition of an
asset according to the standard, and they especially fail to meet the recognition criteria; in
fact, some types of assets are believed to never meet the criteria, such that IFRS prohibits
their recognition ex ante. Hence, book values of equity and, as a consequence, GAAP earnings,
are less reflective of intrinsic values or firm performance as measured by the equity market.”
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accruals quality, persistence, predictability, and smoothness) and market-based
(i.e., value relevance, timeliness and conservatism) earnings quality attributes to
predict variations in firms’ cost of capital. Their findings are consistent: firms
with the least-favorable earnings quality measures (i.e., high information risk)
demonstrate a higher cost of capital. They also claim that the largest effect
on the cost of capital derives from accruals quality. Using accruals quality as a
proxy for information risk (i.e., low-quality accruals indicate high information
risk), Francis et al. (2005) show that information risk is a priced risk factor,
with quality of accruals negatively correlating with a firm’s cost of capital. In a
similar vein, Aboody, Hughes, and Liu (2005) also found evidence of a negative
correlation between accruals quality and the cost of capital. As they further
show, inside traders earn greater profits when information risk is high, implying
that inside traders’ exploit of private information determine the ways in which
they should change their portfolio preferences. Chen, Shevlin, and Tong (2007)
provide further evidence of accruals quality pricing by the markets. Specifically,
they hypothesize and test that investors perceive the precision of accounting information (i.e., accruals’ ability to predict future dividends) as a priced risk
factor. Likewise, Kravet and Shevlin (2010) show that the precision and reliability of financial statement information, as proxied through restatements,
determines firms’ cost of capital.
Besides the quality of financial information per se, the level of investors’ information risk is also influenced by investors’ perceptions about information
credibility. By being a reflection of “the subjective probability individuals attribute to the possibility of being cheated” (Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales, 2008,
p. 2557), trust has the potential to influence investors’ perceptions of the credibility (i.e., information risk) of financial information, and therefore influence the
ways in which investors will interpret and react to that information (Pevzner,
Xie, and Xin, 2015).
Trust has drawn research interest in many disciplines, including management,
sociology, ethics, psychology, and economics (Baldvinsdottir, Hagberg, Johansson, Jonäll, and Marton, 2011; Colquitt, Scott, and LePine, 2007). Consistent
with the notion that trust underlies virtually all economic transactions (Pevzner
et al., 2015; Williamson, 1993), previous research shows that trust can facilitate
economic growth (e.g., North, 1990; Zak and Knack, 2001), international investment and trade (e.g., Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales, 2009), corporate financing and merger and acquisition (M&A) transactions (e.g., Ahern, Daminelli,
and Fracassi, 2015; Bottazzi, Da Rin, and Hellmann, 2016; Duarte, Siegel, and
Young, 2012), and financial development (e.g., Guiso, Sapienza, and Zingales,
2004; Guiso et al., 2008). Yet, whether trust influences the effectiveness of information transmission (and, by implication, information risk) from inside executives to outside investors is a relatively unexplored issue. This is surprising,
given that many of the recent corporate governance reforms and regulations –
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such as the SOX of 2002 – primarily sought to restore investor trust in corporate
financial reporting and disclosure (Pevzner et al., 2015).
As economic theory suggests, trust can play a pivotal role in the interaction
between managers and capital markets, given incomplete contracting and the
likelihood for moral hazard (Carlin, Dorobantu, and Viswanathan, 2009; Guiso
et al., 2008; Williamson, 1993). Self-interested managers have incentives to bias
financial reporting in an effort to manipulate investors’ perceptions regarding
the true performance of their firm (Leuz et al., 2003). Yet, rational investors
recognize such managerial incentives, and thus interpret and react to corporate
financial information with a certain level of caution (Pevzner et al., 2015).
A key determinant of the capital market’s reaction to the release of financial
information is investors’ perceptions concerning the credibility of that information. In line with this reasoning, findings in the literature indicate a positive
association between the perceived credibility of reported earnings and investors’
reaction to earnings announcements (e.g., Balsam, Krishnan, and Yang, 2003;
Rogers and Stocken, 2005; Teoh and Wong, 1993). What can be expected is
that at higher levels of trust, investors assign lower probability of opportunistic managerial behavior resulting in biased financial reporting. Thus, investors
perceive the disclosed financial information as being more credible (i.e., less information risk), and therefore react more “vigorously” to information released
through earnings announcements (Pevzner et al., 2015). In line with this expectation, Pevzner et al. (2015) show that in countries with high levels of societal
trust, investors react to earnings announcements more relative to countries that
demonstrate low levels of societal trust.
The notion of “trust” is central to Essay 4. There, trust is assumed to be a
substantial investment risk attribute that affects investors’ (perceived) information risk and mitigates transaction costs by reducing suspicion and animosity,
leading to more cooperative behavior and rapid adaption to uncertainty (Olsen,
2012). That is, trust functions, among other things, as a moderator of investors’
(perceived) information risk (Ryan and Buchholtz, 2001), especially when the
information asymmetry between the transaction parties is large (Koller, 1988).
However, trust has its downside, and it stems from the cost associated with
the moral hazard of trusting untrustworthy people. Both the high-tech bubble
of the 1990’s and the 2007–2008 financial crisis were partly caused by increasing levels of trust, in which otherwise overvalued assets were thought to be
reasonable and safe (Olsen, 2012).
Research findings in experimental and behavioral economics indicate that women
are, on average, more trustworthy than men (e.g., Buchan, Croson, and Solnick,
2008; Chaudhuri, Paichayontvijit, and Shen, 2013; Croson and Buchan, 1999;
Dollar, Fisman, and Gatti, 2001; Wrightsman and Wuescher, 1974), and both
men and women trust women more, relative to men (Garbarino and Slonim,
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2009). In the particular context of empirical accounting and auditing research,
Shaub (1996) found that a common belief among auditors is that female clients
are more trustworthy, relative to male ones. A core assumption underlying
these studies is that human actions and cognitive patterns cannot be understood as natural states of being; rather, they are socially constructed and any
observed similarities or dissimilarities among individuals are rooted in historically inherited differences with respect to social conditions, norms and beliefs,
rules, and customs (Scott, 2014). As evidence in psychology indicates, there is
a tendency among individuals to categorize people based on their identification
with a particular reference group. This cognitive process is performed automatically and without further reflection (Jones and McGillis, 1976). As Dobbin and
Jung (2011) claim, a person’s race, age, and gender comprise what are called
master statuses – that is, social positions that serve as an individual’s primary
identification attributes. Thus, in a social context, gender should signal something about an individual’s expected behavior (Scharlemann, Eckel, Kacelnik,
and Wilson, 2001), thus creating or otherwise supporting stereotypes regarding expectations about women’s nature and how they should behave (Heilman,
2001).
Following this reasoning, Essay 4 assumes that the earnings numbers provided
by female CFOs reduce investors’ information risk by influencing investors’ perceptions about the credibility of earnings through trust. Thus, the expectation
in Essay 4 is that, ceteris paribus, there will be a greater market reaction to
earnings announcements made by female CFOs, relative to their male counterparts. In Essay 4, the gender of firm CFOs is used as a proxy for trust, to study
the effect of trust on investors’ information risk; for that reason, I identify the
socially constructed stereotypes about women’s expected behavior, as potential
determinants of investors’ perceptions about the level of information risk (i.e.,
credibility) inherent to the earnings information provided by female CFOs.
Important to the empirical analysis in Essay 4, however, is the control for investors’ information risk that is associated with earnings quality per se. As
research findings show, female CFOs tend to be more conservative (e.g., Francis
et al., 2015) and report higher-quality accruals (e.g., Barua et al., 2010), relative
to their male counterparts. The implication here is that the financial information provided by female CFOs substantially reduces investors’ information risk.
Given that accruals quality has been used as a proxy for investors’ information
risk related to earnings quality per se (e.g., Ecker et al., 2006; Francis et al.,
2005), it is essential to include an accruals quality measure in the regression
analysis, in an attempt to isolate the effect of CFO gender on investors’ information risk – specifically, risk assigned to investors’ perceptions about the
credibility of the disclosed earnings.
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5.4

Investors’ characteristics and the usefulness of
loan loss provisions

In an effort to mitigate the negative consequences of information asymmetry,
better-informed bank managers might have incentives to convey private information through LLP to less-informed investors (or regulators) (Beatty and Liao,
2014). For instance, Nichols et al. (2009) show that due to the higher levels of
information asymmetry they face, public banks provide more timely LLP relative to private banks, in an active effort to address that information asymmetry.
However, bank managers may also have incentives to exploit their information
advantage to opportunistically manipulate earnings and/or regulatory capital.
In assessing the “information content” (i.e., usefulness) of LLP, several studies have examined the association between stock returns and LLP (Beatty and
Liao, 2014).
Researcher interest in how investors value bank LLP dates back to Beaver et al.
(1989). In their seminal study, Beaver et al. (1989) found that LLP positively
associates with banks’ market value. As the authors claim, the positive effect of
LLP on market value suggests that investors consider LLP a signal that bank
earnings are adequately “strong” to bear an increased LLP “hit” to earnings.
Likewise, Elliott et al. (1991) and Griffin and Wallach (1991) document a positive equity market reaction to LLP, and interpret this result as a signal that
banks will be proactive in dealing with problem loans in the future. Moving the
analysis further, Beaver and Engel (1996) partitioned LLP into discretionary
and nondiscretionary types, and they found that only discretionary LLP is evaluated positively by capital markets. As the authors claim, managerial discretion
on credit loss estimates is perceived by capital markets as conveying internal
information about a bank’s future earnings robustness.
Nonetheless, equity markets do not always react positively to LLP. Liu et al.
(1997) scrutinized the equity market’s reaction to LLP across different fiscal
quarters and across banks with diverse levels of loan default risk. They found
that management’s discretion resulting in increased LLP is positively assessed
by investors, but only for those banks that seem to be at risk of loan default
and only in the fourth quarter. With respect to “good” banks and other fiscal
quarters, any increase in LLP is perceived by equity investors as conveying
bad news regarding the bank’s loan default threat, and so equity markets react
negatively when LLP increase. Moreover, Liu and Ryan (1995) found that the
positive effect of LLP on stock returns is conditional on loan type. Specifically,
equity markets are found to react positively only to the LLP of banks that
have in their portfolios a high proportion of large and frequently renegotiated
loans. Meanwhile, for banks with loan portfolios dominated by small and lessfrequently renegotiated loans, the association between LLP and stock returns
in negative. Ahmed et al. (1999) also document a negative association between
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LLP and stock returns. In their interpretation of the results, equity investors
perceive LLP as an expense rather than as an indicator of future profitability.
Apparently, the majority of studies in this literature stream examine the information content of bank LLP in relation to equity investors. This focus within
the literature is not surprising, given the implied emphasis that FASB places
on providing “decision-useful information to investors” rather than creditors
(Beatty and Liao, 2014, p. 354). Arguably, the focus on equity investors by
both the FASB and the IASB has made financial statements created in accordance with US GAAP and IFRS less useful for debt (e.g.,bond) investors
(Ball, 2016; Watts, 2003). Meanwhile, most bank financing is done through
debt rather than equity; this renders creditors an important stakeholder group
for banks.
Debt and equity markets exhibit fundamental economic differences that relate
to the different pay-off structures of the underlying securities. The nonlinear
pay-off structure of debt securities (e.g., bonds) limits debtholders’ (e.g., bond
investors’) upside potential to the contractual principal and interest payments.
At the same time, however, they do have a downside potential amounting to a
full loss of principal and interest. This makes debtholders more interested in
default probability than in future firm performance (Merton, 1974). In contrast,
equity investors have unlimited upside potential; they also have an available
liquidation option that debtholders do not. This makes equity investors more
interested in the full spectrum of future firm performance, rather than a sole
focus on default risk per se (Campbell and Taksler, 2003; Plummer and Tse,
1999). As a consequence, the information needs of debt (e.g., bond) and equity
investors can be expected to differ (Dechow et al., 2010).
There is empirical evidence supporting this expectation. Debt investors’ interest in the default probability of firms makes timely loss recognition of great
importance to them. This also relates to the fact that many debt covenants
are based on financial statement information (Smith and Warner, 1979). In
line with expectations, Ball, Robin, and Sadka (2008) found that the timely
recognition of both gains and losses is by far more important to debt than to
equity investors. Yet, as Watts (2003) claims, the nonlinear pay-off structure of
debt securities renders the timely recognition of losses relative to gains – that
is, conditional conservatism – more important for debtholders. In this respect,
Easton, Monahan, and Vasvari (2009) and Defond and Zhang (2014) show that
bond markets react more strongly to negative rather than to positive earnings
surprises.
As has been argued in previous research, bank asset quality problems in general and credit losses (i.e., LLP) in particular are major drivers of bank failure
(Ahmed et al., 1999; Gebhardt and Novotny-Farkas, 2011; Hess et al., 2009).
This claim became apparent during the 2007–2008 financial crisis, when sev-
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eral commercial and investment banks collapsed. Given that the reported LLP
should provide sound information concerning the default risk of the underlying
bank (see, Liu et al., 1997), it is rather surprising that the literature focuses
almost exclusively on equity investors when examining the information content
(i.e., usefulness) of bank credit losses. This concern is particularly relevant
to Essay 1, in which we examine whether the usefulness of bank LLP differs
between bond and equity investors. Specifically, we split the bank operating income into two parts – namely, LLP and everything but LLP – and test whether
bond and equity investors evaluate these two income statement components
differently, based on their different decision-making needs. It is important to
note that Essay 1 differs from the other three essays in this dissertation, in
two respects. First, Essay 1 examines whether the characteristics of the users
of financial information – rather than those of its preparers – determine the
quality (i.e., usefulness) of accruals-based earnings. Second, unlike Essays 2, 3,
and 4, Essay 1 does not examine the effect of users’ personal characteristics on
the usefulness of earnings. Rather, it focuses on the economic characteristics of
the users of financial information. In particular, the focus in Essay 1 is on the
distinct information and decision-making needs that characterize the different
investor groups under consideration – namely, bond and equity investors.
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6.1

Essay 1

Essay 1 examines the relative usefulness for bond and equity investors of two
separate components of banks’ income statements – that is, LLP and operating
income adjusted for LLP. Although a voluminous body of literature on banks’
income statement exists, it tends to focus on equity markets, and on the LLP
component (e.g., Beaver and Engel, 1996; Fonseca and González, 2008; Gebhardt and Novotny-Farkas, 2011; Kanagaretnam et al., 2004; Laeven and Majnoni, 2003; Wahlen, 1994). This focus in the literature is not surprising, given
the implied emphasis in both the IASB’s and FASB’s conceptual frameworks
that the IFRS and US GAAP are primarily intended for the decision-making
needs of equity investors. Meanwhile, most banks rely on debt rather than
equity to finance their operations, making creditors an important stakeholder
group.25 Furthermore, these studies focus on the LLP component, or alternative measures of loan losses (e.g., nonperforming loans). There are few recent
studies that focus on other components of banks’ income statements; thus, the
body of knowledge regarding the usefulness of such components for investors is
relatively limited. The research focus on LLP is also not surprising, given the
great importance of LLP to financial stability. As Ahmed et al. (1999), Gebhardt and Novotny-Farkas (2011), and Hess et al. (2009) claim, credit losses
(i.e., LLP) are perceived as the primary reason for bank failure; nonetheless, we
argue that other components of banks’ income statements could still be useful,
particularly to equity investors.
The accounting literature suggests that there is diversity in the information
25 Based on data obtained from Datastream for the 2005–2014 period, for all listed banks
worldwide that apply US GAAP or IFRS, the average debt load is 2.5-fold larger than equity.
Regarding the sample of banks included in our own study, the ratio of debt load to equity
over this period is, on average, 4.6.
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needs of the different users of financial information; the implication here is that
one set of financial statements is not necessarily optimal for all users (Dechow
et al., 2010). For instance, the interest of FASB and IASB in the decisionmaking needs of equity investors has arguably made financial statements produced under US GAAP and IFRS less useful for bond investors (Ball, 2016;
Watts, 2003).
Bond and equity markets exhibit fundamental economic differences that relate to the different pay-off structures of the underlying securities. Specifically,
bonds have a nonlinear pay-off structure that limits bond investors’ upside potential to the contractual principal and interest payments. Meanwhile, bonds
have a downside potential amounting to a full loss of both principal and interest.
These two bond characteristics make bond investors more interested in default
probability than in future firm performance (Merton, 1974). In contrast, the upside potential for equity investors is unlimited; additionally, as mentioned, they
have an available liquidation option that bond investors do not have. Thus,
equity investors are more interested in the full spectrum of future firm performance, rather than solely in the probability of default per se (Campbell and
Taksler, 2003; Plummer and Tse, 1999). Consequently, the information needs
of bond and equity investors are expected to differ (Dechow et al., 2010).
The empirical evidence supports this expectation. Given that bond investors
are more interested in the default probability of a firm, the timely recognition of
losses would clearly be more important to them. As claimed by Watts (2003),
the nonlinear pay-off structure of debt securities (e.g., bonds) renders conditional conservatism – that is, the timely recognition of losses relative to gains
– more important. In this respect, Defond and Zhang (2014) and Easton et al.
(2009) show that bond markets react significantly more strongly to negative
earnings surprises than to positive ones. Meanwhile, research findings show
that equity investors are more sensitive to good news, mainly on account of the
liquidation option (Hayn, 1995). In line with this reasoning, Basu (1997) shows
that positive, and not negative, earnings surprises are associated with abnormal stock performance. Likewise, Defond and Zhang (2014) found that equity
investors react relatively more to positive earnings surprises than to negative
earnings surprises.
The setting we select in Essay 1 – banks’ financial statements – makes feasible
the distinction of operating income in the income statements into subcomponents that capture different aspects of timely loss and gain recognition. Specifically, we divide operating income into LLP and operating income adjusted for
LLP. The former component relates to negative earnings surprises, and the latter to both positive and negative earnings surprises. The assumption we make
is that LLP closely relate to default risk, and are thus of greater interest to bond
investors. Meanwhile, operating income adjusted for LLP is more important to
equity investors, as it captures overall firm performance. To test these expec50
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tations empirically, we employ an event study methodology by which we test
the relative reaction of bond and equity markets to the two income statements
components. In line with our expectations, we found that bond markets react
more strongly to the LLP component, while equity markets react more strongly
to the operating income component that is adjusted for LLP.

6.2

Essay 2

In Essay 2, I examine whether CEO hubris (i.e., a CEO personality trait) determines the quality of LLP, and by implication of earnings, in banks.26 The
empirical literature regarding LLP in banks is voluminous; nonetheless, it tends
to focus on microeconomic (e.g., Ahmed et al., 1999; Altamuro and Beatty,
2010; Kanagaretnam et al., 2004; Liu and Ryan, 2006) and macroeconomic (e.g.,
Beaver and Engel, 1996; Bushman and Williams, 2012; Liu et al., 1997; Marton
and Runesson, 2017) factors that affect the quality of bank LLP. This literature
stream overlooks the potential effect that top executives’ personal characteristics have on the quality of credit losses in the banking industry. Therefore,
by examining whether CEO hubris affects the quality of LLP, Essay 2 aims to
broaden the spectrum of factors that determine LLP quality in banks.
Researcher interest in managerial hubris and how it affects top executives’
decision-making dates back to Roll (1986). The hubris hypothesis developed
in that seminal study is based on the premise that CEOs characterized by
hubris are likely to misjudge a situation, and therefore make incorrect decisions; this can, in turn, impose some type of loss for the shareholders. A central
assumption in the hubris hypothesis is that top executives (e.g., CEOs) act in
ways they believe are the best for the shareholders (Hietala et al., 2003), implying that CEOs do not necessarily act opportunistically to serve their own
interests. In this respect, financial misreporting could be simply caused by misjudgment of the true performance of the firm, rather than by CEOs’ desire to
deliberately manipulate earnings for their own benefit (Chen, 2010). That is,
unlike intentional opportunism that aims to deliberately mislead investors, CEO
hubris might result in unintentional and nonopportunistic financial misreporting
(Brennan and Conroy, 2013).
As a concept, hubris is defined in terms of presumption, exaggerated pride, or
excessive self-confidence, and how it can potentially lead to retribution (Owen,
2006). As a reflection of exaggerated self-confidence, hubris refers to the excessive belief an individual has in his or her own judgment (Hayward and Hambrick,
1997; Hayward et al., 2006; Hiller and Hambrick, 2005); as one type of cognitive bias, hubris influences decisions made at the individual level, particularly
26 In Essay 2, high/low LLP quality is determined by either the use of LLP by hubristic bank
CEOs to deliberately manipulate earnings, or by the ability of hubristic CEOs to use their
discretion over LLP to better/worse anticipate future deteriorations in their loan portfolios.
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in contexts characterized by high levels of uncertainty (Tversky and Kahneman,
1975). All in all, the arguments in the relevant literature suggest that hubris is
evident in contexts featuring high levels of judgment and uncertainty.
LLP accounting is a financial reporting area that is characterized by high levels
of both judgment and uncertainty. Specifically, due to the high measurement
uncertainty underlying LLP, the estimation of credit losses (i.e., LLP) in banks
requires the extensive application of managerial judgment (Anandarajan et al.,
2007; Fonseca and González, 2008; Lobo and Yang, 2001; Marton and Runesson, 2017; Perez et al., 2008). By being the largest banking operating accrual,
LLP significantly affects earnings (Ahmed et al., 1999); the implication here is
that bank managers have incentives to use LLP, either to increase their own
remuneration or bias investors’ perceptions about the riskiness of their bank’s
business (Beaver and Engel, 1996; Rivard et al., 2003). Assuming that a large
proportion of CEO compensation is directly linked to earnings and stock performance, it is reasonable to expect that bank CEOs have strong incentives to
use LLP to opportunistically manipulate earnings. However, this premise contradicts the main assumption inherent in the hubris hypothesis – namely, that
hubristic CEOs act in ways they believe are best for the shareholders, rather
than opportunistically for their own benefit (Chen, 2010; Hietala et al., 2003).
In any case, the possibility that hubristic bank CEOs might use LLP opportunistically cannot be entirely ruled out. This discussion is particularly relevant
with respect to choosing the research design of Essay 2. In examining whether
CEO hubris affects the quality of bank LLP, I use econometric models that
test both the opportunistic and nonopportunistic use of LLP by hubristic bank
CEOs. In the performed tests, the term “opportunistic” refers to the use of
discretionary LLP by hubristic CEOs to deliberately manipulate earnings, and
the term “nonopportunistic” refers to the inability of hubristic CEOs to sufficiently use their discretion over LLP to anticipate future deteriorations in the
performance of their loan portfolios. In line with the expectations, the empirical
results show that highly hubristic bank CEOs perform significantly worse in using discretionary LLP to anticipate future deteriorations in their loan portfolio
performance. Meanwhile, bank CEOs with low levels of hubris are significantly
less likely to use discretionary LLP opportunistically to manipulate earnings.

6.3

Essay 3

Essay 3 focuses on the potential effect that factors from the broader family
environment of married CEOs might have on CEOs’ tendency to undertake
more/less risky financial reporting practices. Recent evidence shows that married CEOs take, on average, less risk – that is, they adopt less aggressive investment policies (Roussanov and Savor, 2014) and they manage earnings significantly less actively (Hilary et al., 2017) than do their nonmarried counterparts.
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The aim of Essay 3 is to contribute to this emerging line of literature by examining whether factors from CEOs’ broader family environment – including
CEO marriage, married CEOs’ dependent children, and the gender of married
CEOs’ children – can explain risky financial reporting behavior on the part of
CEOs. In particular, in Essay 3, I examine the effect that CEO marriage, married CEOs’ dependent children, and the gender of married CEOs’ children have
on accruals quality.
The question of whether managers’ individual characteristics can explain firmlevel financial reporting choices has been an important research issue, especially
over the last decade. The empirical findings in this literature stream largely
converge, in that top executives’ observable and unobservable characteristics
have been found to affect their financial reporting choices. Specifically, Bamber
et al. (2010), Ge et al. (2011), and Dejong and Ling (2013) show that CEOs’
and CFOs’ innate characteristics (e.g., managerial skills and expertise) are associated with financial reporting outputs. Furthermore, the results in previous
studies reveal a significant CFO gender effect on accruals quality (Barua et al.,
2010) and on accounting conservatism (Francis et al., 2015). A core assumption
underlying these studies is that CEOs’ and CFOs’ observable and unobservable
individual characteristics affect their risk preferences. In turn, these risk preferences significantly influence financial reporting choices, and by implication
financial reporting quality (e.g., accruals quality).
Evidence in the literature shows that the risk preferences of individuals are
significantly affected by their family environment. In the context of financial
accounting research, most of the attention has been placed on marital status
as a determinant of the risk profile of managers in general and CEOs in particular (e.g., Hilary et al., 2017; Roussanov and Savor, 2014). Yet, other factors
from the broader family environment of married CEOs might also be significant
in explaining CEOs’ tolerance towards risk-taking in financial reporting. As
Roszkowski et al. (1993) argue, the main explanation regarding why married
individuals are more risk-averse is that they have more responsibilities, especially in relation to children, relative to their nonmarried counterparts. In this
respect, findings in previous studies show that individuals who have dependent
children bear fewer financial risks (e.g., Faff, Hallahan, and McKenzie, 2011;
Hallahan, Faff, and McKenzie, 2004), and parenting daughters shifts the preferences of men so that they more closely align with those of female counterparts
(Dahl, Dezső, and Ross, 2012; Glynn and Sen, 2015; Warner, 1991). With respect to the effect of daughters on their fathers’ risk preferences, Cronqvist and
Yu (2017) show that male CEOs who have a first-born daughter adopt financial
reporting preferences that are closely approximate those of their female counterparts (e.g., less aggressive and more conservative financial reporting preferences).
The findings in Essay 3 support the view that factors from the CEO family
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environment are significant determinants of a CEO’s propensity to become involved in more/less risky financial reporting practices. Specifically, I found that
firms that are headed by married CEOs have higher accruals quality, relative to
firms with nonmarried CEOs. Most interesting, though, the results in Essay 3
show that the gender of a married CEO’s first-born child is a more significant
determinant of accruals quality than marital status per se. Meanwhile, neither
having nor not having dependent children affects the quality of married CEOs’
accruals.

6.4

Essay 4

In Essay 4, I investigate whether investors’ information risk is determined in
part by the gender of the firm CFO – a proxy I use for trust. Over the past
decade, the participation of female executives in top management teams has
increased substantially. In response to this increase in female participation in
the upper echelons of firms, researchers have started to investigate the potential effect of executive gender on accounting choices (e.g., Barua et al., 2010;
Francis et al., 2015; Ge et al., 2011). The vast majority of findings in this literature stream converge to assert that female executives (i.e., CEOs and CFOs)
provide higher-quality financial information relative to their male counterparts,
implying also a significant decrease in investors’ information risk.27 However,
investors’ information risk is affected not only by financial information quality
per se, but also by investors’ perceptions regarding the underlying credibility of
that information. Reflecting “the subjective probability individuals attribute to
the possibility of being cheated” (Guiso et al., 2008, p. 2557), trust has the potential to influence investors’ perceptions about the credibility of the disclosed
financial information (i.e., investors’ information risk), and thus to influence investors’ interpretation and reaction to the information that is released through
corporate accounting events such as earnings announcements (Pevzner et al.,
2015). In this respect, the aim of this essay is to examine the equity market’s
reaction to earnings announcements made by female CFOs, relative to those
made by their male counterparts.
The concept of trust has been under scrutiny in many disciplines, such as psychology, ethics, sociology, management, and economics (Baldvinsdottir et al.,
2011; Colquitt et al., 2007). Consistent with the conception that all economic
transactions are virtually underlined by trust, it has been shown in the literature that a higher level of trust is associated with economic growth (e.g.,
North, 1990; Zak and Knack, 2001), international investment and trade (e.g.,
Guiso et al., 2009), corporate financing and M&A transactions (e.g., Ahern
et al., 2015; Bottazzi et al., 2016; Duarte et al., 2012), and financial develop27 For discussions on the association between financial information quality and investors’
information risk, see Easley and O’Hara (2004) and Leuz and Verrecchia (2000).
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ment (e.g., Guiso et al., 2004, 2008). Meanwhile, whether trust influences the
effectiveness of information transmission (and by implication, information risk)
from top executives to outside investors is a relatively unexplored issue. This
is quite surprising, given that a major objective of much of the corporate governance reforms and regulations (e.g., the SOX) was to restore investor trust in
corporate financial reporting and disclosure (Pevzner et al., 2015).
Given incomplete contracting and the potential for moral hazard, economic theory suggests that trust can significantly influence interactions between managers
and capital providers (Carlin et al., 2009; Guiso et al., 2008; Williamson, 1993).
Self-interested managers have incentives to opportunistically manipulate financial reporting in their attempt to bias investors’ perceptions regarding the true
nature of firm performance (Leuz et al., 2003). Rational investors are aware of
such managerial incentives, and therefore tend to interpret and react to the release of financial information with a certain level of reservation (Pevzner et al.,
2015).
An important determinant of the equity market reaction to the disclosure of
financial information is capital providers’ perceptions about the credibility of
information. Evidence in the literature shows that investors’ reaction to earnings announcements is positively associated with the perceived credibility of
earnings (Balsam et al., 2003; Rogers and Stocken, 2005; Teoh and Wong, 1993).
It can thus be expected that at higher levels of trust, capital providers assign
a lower probability of opportunistic behavior by managers towards financial
reporting manipulation. Consequently, investors perceive the financial information conveyed in corporate financial reports as being more credible (i.e., less
information risk), and therefore react more “vigorously” to the information that
is disclosed through earnings announcements (Pevzner et al., 2015). Following
this expectation, Pevzner et al. (2015) show that investors tend to react more to
earnings announcements in countries with high levels of societal trust, relative
to countries that are characterized by low levels of societal trust.
Previous studies in behavioral and experimental economics show that trust is
significantly determined by gender. As most of the findings in these studies indicate, women are on average more trustworthy than men (e.g., Buchan et al.,
2008; Chaudhuri et al., 2013; Croson and Buchan, 1999; Dollar et al., 2001;
Wrightsman and Wuescher, 1974), and both men and women trust female individuals more than male ones (Garbarino and Slonim, 2009). Departing from
the premise that women are more trustworthy than men, I test and find that
investors react more to earnings announcements made by female CFOs. Specifically, to examine whether CFO gender affects the level of investors’ information
risk, I employ an event study methodology and compare the equity market’s
reaction to fourth-quarter earnings announcements between the pre- and posttransition periods for male-to-female CFO turnover firms, while controlling for
investors’ information risk that is associated with earnings quality per se.
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6.5

Conclusions, contributions, and suggestions for
future research

The main focus of this dissertation is on behavioral aspects of earnings quality.
Specifically, the primary aim is to draw conclusions concerning the potential effect of top executives’ individual characteristics – in particular, those of CEOs
and CFOs – on earnings quality. In fulfilling this objective, I ask the central
question: “Is earnings quality determined by top executives’ individual characteristics?” The rationale for this type of research can be derived from recent
evidence in the empirical financial accounting literature that financial reporting choices made by top executives are, to a certain extent, influenced by their
individual backgrounds. This line of examination responds to calls for more
“behavioral”-oriented empirical accounting research, in an effort to expand the
spectrum of factors that can explain the accounting choices made by firms –
and which, by extension, affect financial reporting quality (e.g., Birnberg, 2011;
Cronqvist and Yu, 2017). In addition to managerial characteristics, this dissertation also considers the economic characteristics of the users of financial
information, as determinants of earnings quality. Below, I summarize the empirical evidence from the four essays that comprise this dissertation.
Essay 1, which focuses on the economic characteristics of users of financial information, shows that bond investors react more strongly to changes in bank LLP,
while equity investors react more strongly to changes in bank operating income
adjusted for LLP. These findings are explained by the diversity in information
needs between bond and equity investors, which arise from the fundamental
economic differences that bond and equity markets exhibit. Given its purpose,
Essay 1 contributes to the relevant literature by providing evidence of how different financial information users react to different aspects of financial reports.
These findings empirically support the idea of diversity in information needs
among financial statements’ users. Furthermore, in contrast to the banking literature that tests the predictive ability of LLP without making an implicit or
explicit reference to users, we study the relevance of LLP in relation to different
users of such information. Finally, our findings suggest that when assessing
the relevance of LLP, debtholders (along with shareholders) as users should be
considered.28
Essay 2 finds that in banks, CEO hubris, a CEO personality trait, is a determinant of LLP quality (i.e., a proxy for earnings quality). Specifically, the
empirical findings show that those bank CEOs who demonstrate low levels of
hubris tend, to a significantly lower degree, to manage earnings through dis28 Essay 1 differs from the other three essays in this dissertation in two important ways.
First, it is the only study to focus on the users, and not the preparers, of financial information
as determinants of earnings quality. Second, and most importantly, Essay 1 is the only among
the four studies to examine the economic and not the individual characteristics of users that
determine earnings quality (i.e., relevance).
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cretionary LLP. Meanwhile, highly hubristic bank CEOs perform significantly
worse in using their discretion over LLP to anticipate future deteriorations in
their own bank’s loan portfolio performance. In contrast to the majority of
studies that focus on microeconomic and macroeconomic factors that determine LLP quality, Essay 2 contributes to the literature by showing that in the
context of banks, behavioral factors such as CEO personality traits can also
go far in explaining LLP quality – and, by implication, earnings quality. Further, Essay 2 contributes to the literature on CEO personal characteristics and
corporate accounting decisions by showing that CEO hubris can predict bank
CEOs’ tendency to exert discretion over LLP. To the best of my knowledge,
Essay 2 is unique in its provision of evidence of an association between CEO
hubris and LLP quality in the banking context.
The empirical findings presented in Essay 3 show that factors from the broader
CEO family environment are significant in explaining their tendency to provide
higher/lower quality earnings. Specifically, firms with married CEOs demonstrate higher accruals quality relative to firms with nonmarried CEOs. However,
the results further show that in the sample firms, factors from the broader family environment of married CEOs – in particular, the gender of married CEOs’
first-born child – are more significant determinants of accruals quality than marital status per se. More precisely, the findings indicate that the effect of CEO
marital status on accruals quality is moderated by the gender of the CEO’s firstborn child, and that firms with married CEOs who have a first-born daughter
demonstrate higher accruals quality relative to firms with married CEOs who
do not have a female first-born child. Given its objective, Essay 3 contributes to
the literature on the association between top executives’ personal characteristics
and financial reporting practices, by showing that the broader CEO family environment affects their behavior towards providing higher/lower accruals quality.
To the best of my knowledge, this is the first study to identify and quantify the
effect of the broader family environment of married CEOs on accruals quality.
Finally, Essay 4 shows that earnings quality – in particular, the relevance of
earnings to investors – is affected by the gender of a firm’s CFO. As the empirical findings presented in Essay 4 indicate, equity investors react more to
earnings announcements made by female CFOs. The underlying premise in Essay 4 is that CFO gender affects investors’ information risk through trust, given
differences in the expected behavior between male and female CFOs in terms
of financial reporting practices. The evidence of behavioral and experimental
economics studies indicate that female CFOs are expected to be more trustworthy than their male counterparts; therefore, Essay 4 assumes that investors will
perceive the earnings numbers provided by female CFOs as being more credible
(i.e., of higher quality), thus leading to a higher market reaction to the earnings
information disclosed by female CFOs. Essay 4 contributes to the literature in
several ways. For instance, by showing that CFO gender – a proxy I use for
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trust – affects the equity market’s reaction to earnings announcements, Essay
4 extends the research on the association between trust and capital markets.
Furthermore, Essay 4 contributes to the research on managerial characteristics
– more specifically, on the CFO profile – by showing that CFO gender influences
investors’ reactions to earnings announcements. Finally, the study adds to the
body of literature that examines the role of gender on trust and trustworthiness.
Suggestions for future research
Arguably, the behavioral factors examined in this dissertation – including top
executives’ family environment, gender, and personality traits – are significant
determinants of earnings quality. Yet, the challenges associated with the measurement of managers’ unobservable psychological constructs (e.g., hubris) and
with those “noisy” demographic characteristics (e.g., marital status, gender,
and children) that are used as proxies for the more complex psychological dimensions of top executives’ personality, point to the need for more research in
this field. As a personality trait, executive hubris very closely relates to narcissism and overconfidence; although the boundary between hubris and overconfidence is relatively clear, this is not the case for the boundary between
hubris and narcissism. Thus, future research should look to develop measures
of executive hubris that will clarify the distinction between hubris and narcissism. Likewise, future research should consider managerial attributes that can
potentially confound the hubris effect, such as gender, age, and education. In
examining the effect of top executives’ family environment on earnings quality,
marital status appears to be a potentially endogenous variable. Thus, future
research should work to identify those (instrumental) variables that would allow researchers to isolate the marriage effect on earnings quality, from other
innate manager characteristics that might affect top executives’ willingness to
get married. Additional information, both in terms of sample size and control
variables, is also needed to better isolate the CFO gender effect on investors’
information risk – and, by implication, its effect on the quality (i.e., relevance)
of earnings. The provision of a larger data sample would allow researchers to
segment more clearly the firms into those that have male-to-female, male-tomale, female-to-male, and female-to-female CFO changes, or no change, and
employ tests (e.g., difference-in-difference) that could more effectively isolate
the CFO gender effect. Likewise, researchers will want to consider additional
information – including CFO-specific and corporate governance specific information – that could potentially confound the CFO gender effect on earnings
quality; such information would be beneficial in isolating this effect.
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